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ABSTRACT
GRAIN BOUNDARY CHARACTER DISTRIBUTION IN THE HAZ OF
FRICTION STIR-PROCESSED AL 7075 T7

John A. Basinger IV
Mechanical Engineering Department
Master of Science

The heat affected zone (HAZ) of friction stir welded Al 7075 T7 shows diminished
corrosion resistance properties when compared with the parent material. Corrosion attack in this
region of the weld is primarily intergranular and is associated with the presence of precipitate free
zones. Current TEM research conducted at Brigham Young University by Dr. Bin Cai finds a
correlation between precipitate free zone (PFZ) width and grain boundary geometry. As both
grain boundary geometry and the PFZ are associated with modes of failure in 7XXX aluminum,
this paper makes a comparison of grain boundary character distributions (GBCD) in the HAZ and
the parent metal via multi-section plane five-parameter stereology. The stereology is conducted
in a convenient macroscopic coordinate frame, associated with the HAZ. This is the first
investigation to determine the GBCD in the HAZ of friction-stirred weld material and requires
multiple section plane sampling. It is discovered that aluminum here exhibits the property of nonsidedness, a long assumed but unproven characteristic. Further comparisons between the two
microstructures are conducted relative to (2-dimensional) grain boundary network connectivity,
recovered from EBSD data in each section plane. It is shown that the relative fraction of grain

boundaries of misorientation character associated with smaller PFZ size is larger in the HAZ as
compared to the parent material. A commensurate decrease in the connectivity (radius of
gyration) of grain boundaries of character conducive to larger PFZ size is also found in the HAZ,
relative to the parent material. Distribution of inclinations changes as a function of grain
boundary geometry. Surface area per unit volume of CSL and low angle random (LAR)
misorientations increases in the HAZ, while high angle random (HAR) boundaries decrease. In
the case of LAR and some CSL boundaries, a reorientation occurs in which macroscopic normals
of these interfaces rotate. It is anticipated that these significant changes in the GBCD within the
HAZ could be important in terms of understanding the post-weld mechanical and physical
properties in friction-stirred materials.
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1.

Introduction
In the HAZ of friction stir-processed 7XXX series aluminum, corrosion resistance is

greatly lowered from that of the parent metal. It has been observed that selective intergranular
attack occurs primarily in the HAZ when exposed to a corrosive environment [1] [2]. This intergranular susceptibility in 7075 Al varies dramatically with even subtle changes in heat-treatment,
due in part to precipitation of the alloying elements, Mg, Zn, and Cu to the grain boundaries
during aging. A precipitate free zone (PFZ) on the order of ~70nm is left around the grain
boundary. The presence of PFZs in the HAZ reduces the yield strength of the material by
dissolving the meta-stable Guinier-Preston (GP) zones, a significant strengthening mode in
precipitation-hardened aluminum[3]. While there exists a strong electrochemical factor in stressinduced cracking that can be altered by aging and heat treatment [4], this investigation focuses
principally on grain boundary type relative to PFZ properties, as intergranular geometry has been
shown to be important in affecting the failure mode of materials [5][6][7].

Figure 1: Typical grain structures (a) and PFZs near the grain boundaries (b) obtained in
friction stir processed 7075-T7 Al alloys. TEM Images courtesy of Dr. Bin Cai.
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With respect to this relationship between grain boundary geometry and PFZ property,
current TEM research by Dr. Bin Cai at Brigham Young University finds that the width of the
precipitate free zone varies by grain boundary type. Preliminary results suggest that high
energy/high angle random grain boundaries (~ 70 nm PFZ half-width) show as much as twice the
PFZ width as low energy/low angle and certain coincident site lattice (CSL) interfaces Σ3, Σ5,
Σ27, Σ39, and Σ43 (~40nm).

A function for describing the surface area per unit volume of various grain boundary
types is obtained in the form of a grain boundary character distribution (GBCD) function [8],
denoted here as SV(n,∆g). The GBCD to be found in this paper uses five macroscopic parameters
to distinguish grain boundary types and ignores the three microscopic translation degrees of
freedom. Microstructure stereology was first introduced by Hilliard [9]. It was originally based on
points per line length in a test direction t (PL(t)) and then extended by Adams [10] to line length
of grain boundaries per unit area (LA(ω)). Stereology recovers the GBCD, with its dependence
upon the five parameters. Multiple section planes in a material examined with OIM software on a
scanning electron microscope give distributions in the four accessible parameters; ∆g (comprised
of three Euler angles) and ω, one of the two spherical angles defining the interface normal.
LA(ω,∆g) stereology [11] is used in solving the inverse relationship connection with these four
parameter functions for the five parameter GBCD that is desired, i.e. for particular misorientation
(∆g). The misorientation used here is defined by ∆g = gbgaT, where ga and gb are the orientations
of grain A and grain B respectively, defined by direction cosines [12].

In addition to considering grain boundary character in a microstructure, connectivity of
grain boundaries with certain character adds to an understanding of mechanical behavior
differences in materials [13]. The standard bond percolation theory often related to examinations
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of connectivity may not directly apply to real microstructures [14][15] but the statistics of cluster
sizes may be related to stress corrosion cracking. Radius of gyration of a cluster of unfavorable
grain boundary types in a corrosive environment could act as a critical crack of size ‘a’ in the
following familiar equation:

K IC > Yσ πa

(1)

Figure 2: Illustration of a critical crack of length “a” under tensile load.

Crack formation, of a least the size of the radius of gyration, is expected to occur in the
material. For this reason, eq. (1) becomes useful for relating the connected clusters of unfavorable
character, measured according to radius of gyration, to design stresses for any particular
engineering design.
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2.

Experimental Approach
Friction stir-processed gauge 7075-T7 Al (1/4” thick) is examined in all of the

aforementioned manners in both the HAZ and the parent metal. The weld is made at a pin rotation
speed of 200 rpm and advancing speed of five inches/minute and then aged at room temperature
for four months.

The stereological methods used here are detailed by Adams and Field [11] and applied in
David Field’s PhD Thesis [16]. Briefly outlined below is the general approach followed in
obtaining the GBCD. This stereology is conducted in a macroscopic coordinate frame tied to the
geometry of the sample cutting scheme, which is explained in more detail later on. While the
inclination in the macroscopic frame is recovered, one loses information about the
crystallographic nature of the inclination parameters.

In each section plane, j, the grain boundaries are reconstructed from OIM [17] scans as
connected line segments. The angle ω between a segment, or “trace,” and the x-axis is measured
and rotated by 90o, to obtain the in-plane normal n̂ of a grain boundary’s intersection with the
given 2D section plane. The line lengths of each segment at a given ω and misorientation are
summed and then divided by the area of the scan, building the jLA(ω) for each section plane j.

A test case was used to verify the accuracy of computer code for the stereological
equations. This case involved the creation of a fictional volume of material with only one
interface normal, n, of a known orientation (45o,54.7o), see Figure 3.
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Figure 3: The reference frame (left) and a section plane (right) can be related to the fixed normal, n,
by two angles.

Thirteen “fictional” section planes, each with a known ν,ω and rotation tensor, Q (from
the reference frame), and the relation, Ltj = e -itω sin ν , allowed for the determination of Fourier
expansion of LA [16]. Results of this test case are shown in Appendix E. Next, using the simplest
treatment of LA stereology, which does not consider interface misorientation [10], the results were
compared with the known (predetermined) interface’s surface area per unit volume, assuring that
the computer stereology algorithm functioned adequately and could then be used in the more
rigorous five-parameter stereology described below.
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Regarding the addition of the three parameters to include grain boundary misorientation
information, the following equations were used. Fourier expansion for jLA(ω) in terms of cubic-

&&
cubic generalized spherical harmonic functions [12], T&&l µν (∆g ) , is:

j

∞

∞ M (l ) M (l )

L A (ω , ∆g ) = ∑∑ ∑ ∑

lµ ν

t = −∞ l = 0 µ =1 ν =1

lµν

Ltj = (2l + 1)

Ltj e itω T&&&&l µν ( ∆g )

j
1 N −itω &&&&* µ ν
Ltot
δ
e Tl (∆g ) jk
∑
j
A N k =1
Ltot

(2)

(3)

j
From eq. (2), the Ltj coefficients are constructed in (3), where Ltot
is the total line length

in a section plane, N are the number of reconstructed grain boundary segments, and δk is the line
length of the kth segment. Once the Ltj coefficients are obtained, (4) is used to solve for S rp ,
which are ultimately used in (5) to recover SV(n,∆g).

lµ ν

Ltj =

∞

1
2π

r

r

R

∑ ∑ µν S
l

r = t p=−r

p tp
r r

T ( jQ)I rt

(4)

∞ M (l ) M (l )

SV (nˆ , ∆g ) = ∑ ∑∑ ∑ ∑ lµν S rt K rt (nˆ ) T&&&&l µν (∆g )

(5)

r =0 t = − r l =0 µ =1 ν =1

The K coefficients in eq. (5) are surface spherical harmonic functions, and the T
coefficients in the previous equations represent the generalized spherical harmonic functions. The
four dots above them indicate cubic crystal symmetry between grains in this fcc material [17].
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A total of twenty six section plane cuts were made, thirteen in the HAZ and thirteen in
the parent metal. This number was selected for two purposes. The first purpose is the reduction of
error in the solution of S rp coefficients (eq. (5)), which decreases with increasing truncation order
R, where R is defined to be twelve; one less than the number of section planes [11] in each
region. The second purpose for having thirteen section planes per microstructure region
(HAZ/Parent Metal) is to cover the unit sphere in a uniform fashion (Figure 4), sampling a nearly
uniform set of directions with the normal of each section plane. As sample normal distribution
improves, so does the precision of the recovered GBCD. Equation (6) is useful as a tool for
verifying that the selected directions (see Table 2) are satisfactorily distributed. Cutting schemes
with section cuts of known normals (φ, β) that approach uniform distribution generate low Fi j
values.

1
Fi =
N p Nt
j

Np

∑∑ K (ϕ
Nt

a =1 b =1

*j
i

b
a

, βa

)

(6)

Here, Np is the total number of planes sampled, Nt is the number of principal axes in the
OIM scan and K* (φ, β) is the complex conjugate of the surface spherical harmonic function [12].
The coefficients Fji for low truncation order and even values of i (i=2,4) tend to zero when the
section plane normals uniformly cover a sphere. The present cutting scheme was compared to
other schemes using this method to show its viability.
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Figure 4 : Directions sampled by cutting scheme. Solid dots are actual section plane
normals, open circles are the negatives of sampled test directions. AD is the
advancing direction of the friction stir weld.

The section cuts described here were taken from the parent metal and the heat-affected
zone on the advancing side of the weld, where the delineation between the HAZ and other weld
regions is most noticeable. The cross-sectional surface of the weld was polished to 6 µm grit in
order to visually distinguish the location of the HAZ. Following this, a 3mm region around this
delineation was cut from the weld and then from the parent material at the same angle. These
regions were subsequently sectioned as represented in Figure 5.

Figure 5: Illustration of removal of advancing side of heat-affected zone and subsequent
section plane cuts.

9

The cutting scheme represented was carried out using wire EDM, a process ideal for
making thin section cuts with minimal surface deformation. One face of each section cut was then
polished at progressively smaller grit down to 0.5 µm and scanned in a SEM using OIM, the xaxis of the scan being aligned with the bottom edge of the section cut. The EBSD patterns were
obtained in regions 330 µm by 330 µm. The average grain area in all section planes was 101.48
µm2 and 89.98 µm2, with 649 and 831 grains per scan on average for the HAZ and matrix
material respectively. The grain area is reported here as opposed to grain diameter as there is
significant grain elongation.

Scan data points were post-processed using OIM software’s artificial grain dilation in
order to insure that there were no gaps in the data sets that would prevent connected grain
boundaries from being represented as separate. OIM output files of grain orientation and grain
boundary segment reconstruction were then combined, using software written by the author, and
the misorientation of each segment calculated. In using the OIM reconstruction of grain boundary
segments, which are represented by straight lines of varying length, there is an inherent amount of
error between the actual grain boundary angle and that of the line segment representing it ( up to
2 degrees). This angle, ω, is a key component in the stereological equations and thus, some
amount of error will always be present. Further programs written by the author plot and exhibit
statistical data of the reconstructed boundaries as well as determine connectivity of grain
boundaries of any given character, including determination of radius of gyration.
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3.

Results

Section Plane Statistics:

Table 1, below, shows various statistics gathered from the 2-D grain boundary segment
reconstruction of all section planes. From this data one can observe differences in overall grain
boundary segment length and character between the two microstructures. The HAZ shows
diminished grain boundary length, and the grains tend to be larger from heat-encouraged grain
growth, while the fraction of CSL and low angle boundaries to the total actually increases slightly
between the HAZ and control (28.37% HAZ vs. 27.4% Parent). Specific misorientations changed
in a slightly more pronounced way; the largest increase in fraction of thin-PFZ boundary to the
total line length was 3% for low angle boundaries in the HAZ.

The reader should note that the precipitate free zones (PFZ) only form in the HAZ and
are not found in the parent material. With this said, it is convenient here to group grain boundary
character in both the HAZ and parent metal by Bin Cai’s delineation of thin and wide PFZcorrelated sets. By referring to grain boundary type in this way, changes between the HAZ and
parent metal can be highlighted with regard to how they affect PFZ width in the HAZ.
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Table 1: Reconstructed Grain Boundary (GB) Totals.
HAZ
Parent Metal
Reconstruction statistics of GB related to thin-PFZ in the HAZ
Σ 3 Length (in µm)
4720.938
9401.018
Σ 5 Length
1324.696
2270.498
Σ 27 Length
757.199
942.925
Σ 39 Length
556.802
553.509
Σ 43 Length
498.129
695.119
LAR Length
26824.004
23230.401
Total Length
34681.77
37093.47
Σ 3 Count
626
1567
Σ 5 Count
144
212
Σ 27 Count
84
123
Σ 39 Count
79
82
Σ 43 Count
67
103
LAR Count
4313
4729
Total Count
5313
6816
Reconstruction statistics of GB not related to wide-PFZ
High Angle Random (HAR) Length (µm) 140830.567 155556.463
Wide PFZ CSL Length
21101.51
21627.06
Total Wide PFZ GB Length
161932.074 177183.522
HAR Count
17260
21287
Wide PFZ CSL Count
2563
3051
Total Wide PFZ GB Count
19823
24338
Summary
Total Number of GB Segments
25136
31154
Total Length of GB Segments
196613.842 214276.992

Connectivity:

With the reconstructed grain boundaries’ misorientation and trace normals (ω) defined by
OIM output, software written for the purpose of sorting grain boundary types was used to find
connected sets of grain boundaries with specific character in each 2-D section plane [15]. 3-D
connectivity cannot be obtained from the oblique sectioning data. Figure 6, below, shows
reconstructed maps of section planes with the thin-PFZ-associated grain boundaries removed. The
varied thicknesses represent different connected clusters of the remaining wide-PFZ boundaries.
These figures of section-cuts with varied normal orientations illustrate the grain elongation
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existent in both microstructures. This elongation causes a great deal of variance in the statistics of
grain boundary segments recovered for each section plane. A list of all section plane cut
orientations is included in Table 2. The normal of each section cut is represented by azimuthal
angle Ф, the angle from the section normal, and inclination angle β, the angle from the AD
(advancing direction axis).

Figure 6: Plots of reconstructed wide-PFZ grain boundaries. Same-thickness lines indicate
‘clusters.’ Subfigure 1 is from the HAZ section 10; 2 is from the parent metal
section 2; 3 is from the parent metal section 4 (see Table 2).
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Table 2: Section cut normals for both regions.
Section Plane Number and Normal (Ф, β)
(90,0)
(90,-45)
1
8
(45,0)
(45,-45)
2
9
(135,0)
(135,-45)
3
10
(0,0)
(90, 45)
4
11
(90,90)
(45,45)
5
12
(45,90)
(135,45)
6
13
(135,90)
7

The radius of gyration was found for each cluster of grain boundaries of character
associated with wide-PFZ. RG reflects size of connected clusters of “non-special” (wide-PFZ)
boundaries remaining in the 2D section plane after the “special” (thin-PFZ) grain boundaries have
been removed, breaking the clusters into subsets. RG is defined in equation (7) below, where Ri
and Rj are the endpoint vectors for each line segment and N is the number of line segments.

RG =

1
( N + 1) 2

N −1

N

∑∑

i = 0 j = i +1

r r
( Ri + R j ) 2

(7)

The radius of gyration of wide-PFZ boundaries, those which would be most susceptible
to intergranular corrosion, predicts potential crack sizes. The average radius of gyration of widePFZ clusters are reported below (Table 3).

Table 3: Average RG and Fraction of Percolation.
Average RG

HAZ
49.0662 µm
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Parent Metal
71.2415 µm

It is interesting to note here that the average radius of gyration in the HAZ is significantly
smaller than in the parent metal. The increased presence of thin-PFZ character grain boundaries
(low angle, Σ3, Σ5, Σ27, Σ39, and Σ43) likely plays a significant role in this break-up of clusters.

Grain Boundary Character Distribution:

The GBCD recovered for the HAZ and parent metal in the local coordinate frame is
represented in Figure 7 and Figure 8 for low angle and Σ3 boundaries. These figures show the
distribution of surface area per unit volume of interface normals for a specific misorientation
class and illustrate the general characteristics contrasting the parent metal and HAZ. SV(n,∆g) in
all figures was calculated at a truncation order of twelve - one less than the number of section
planes used.

Figure 7: Σ3 GBCD contour plots in the HAZ (left) and parent metal (right).
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Figure 8 : Low angle Sv(n,∆g) in the HAZ (left) and parent metal (right).

As an item of particular interest with regard to low angle boundaries, the normals in
Figure 8 are found to be in differing directions in the parent metal as compared to the HAZ. This
is not the case for Σ3 and Σ5 boundaries, whose intensities are second and third highest after low
angle boundaries. Instead, these display similar macroscopic grain boundary normal orientations
in both the parent metal and HAZ in pole figure plots. The pole figures observed for all other
misorientations either show nearly same normals or appear to be rotated somewhat in the way the
low angle boundaries are in the both HAZ and parent metal regions (Appendix D).

In addition to this, it is noted that nearly all CSL grain boundary types (not only those
associated with thin PFZ) lie in great circles, or ‘belts’ containing multiple peaks (Figure 9
depicts this best). These belted regions circle the sphere of normal directions and may have as
many as three separate and noticeable normal peaks. Table 4 shows the major peaks found in the
HAZ and parent metal for each thin-PFZ misorientation. Most pole figures have at least two
peaks with relatively close intensities. The reader is reminded that these points of interest are
macroscopic observations and do not consider the crystal coordinate frame. Therefore, each peak
represents the normal of grain boundary interfaces with a specific misorientation relative to the
material frame of reference.
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Table 4: Normal peaks in the HAZ and parent metal. For entries not displayed, there either
were no peaks found or the % difference in SV between the last listed peak and any others
was greater than 40%. Peak normals are described by (Φ,β), as given earlier, which fix a
location in the hemisphere.
Peak
Locations
(Φ,β)

HAZ Peak1

%
diff.

Peak 2

%
diff.

Peak 3

Parent Peak 1

%
diff.

Peak 2

Low
Angle
Σ3

(68, 100)

8.190

(26, 116)

(26, 72)

38.07

(50, 250)

(28, 120)

14.62

(70, 100)

(28, 124)

11.98

(68, 98)

Σ5

(28, 124)

11.98

(68, 98)

(70 100)

8.528

(28, 120)

Σ27a

(28, 126)

21.14

(70, 100)

(30, 136)

3.711

(90, 116)

Σ27b

(70, 104)

16.37

(26, 242)

(30, 58)

31.72

(84, 274)

(86, 268)

6.693

(18, 264)

(90, 118)

0.913

(54, 236)

Σ39a

(34, 132)

Σ39b

(68, 106)

9.017

(88, 250)

Σ43a

(48, 268)

9.840

(58, 116)

Σ43b

(52, 236)

3.335

(90, 118)

Σ43c

(30, 56)

30.28

(80, 280)

0.154

(26, 236)

4.636

(48, 232)

%
diff.

Peak 3

1.00

(52, 236)

15.11

(32, 140)

Table 5 shows the percent change in surface area of per unit volume of the ‘special’ grain
boundaries in the HAZ, relative to that in the parent metal. Positive values represent an increase
in SV in the HAZ, while negative signify a decrease. The values for SV are calculated by invariant
integration of the GBCD within a region around the peak value with a radius defined by the
deviation angle of Brandon, θ [18]. Theta is calculated separately for each Σ value.

1

θ = 15 ∑ − 2

Table 5: Percent change of SV between HAZ relative to the parent metal.
% Change of
SV in the
HAZ
23.43
19.93
-17.23

GB Type
Thin-PFZ
Non-special CSL
HAR
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(8)

A notable change in surface area per unit volume of thin-PFZ type grain boundaries
occurs between the two regions (HAZ and parent metal). The surface area per unit volume (SV)
increased for “special” thin-PFZ boundaries in the HAZ by an average of 23%. In this same
region there was a 17.23% decrease in surface area per unit volume of HAR boundaries, while the
non-special CSL (wide-PFZ) type grain boundaries increased in proportion with the “special”
boundaries. These percentages give an idea of the change in SV for specific misorientations
between parent and HAZ regions. Keep in mind that the relative amounts of SV for each grain
boundary type vary greatly, so that a percent increase if one type of boundary is not equivalent to
a similar percent increase in another misorientation. For example, HAR boundaries account for
up to 84% of the total surface area per unit volume of grain boundaries in the parent material
while thin-PFZ surface area per unit volume only makes up 1.09%. The much larger group of
low-angle boundaries dominates the thin-PFZ percent change reported here, while the average
percent change in CSL boundaries from parent to HAZ excluding low angle random boundaries is
45%.

There is a noticeable difference between the line segment reconstruction's prediction of
thin-PFZ change in the HAZ (1.85%)and the corresponding change in surface are per unit volume
(23.43%). This error may be accounted for by the variation seen between each section plane set
(section cuts with similar normals in different regions -HAZ and parent). Between sets of section
planes this percent change in thin-PFZ boundaries varies from -72% to +27%. This variation may
be due to the sensitivity in the microstructure to the angle of the section plane cut, which
sensitivity owes itself to the extreme grain elongation in this cold worked material. Even slight
differences in angle at some orientations could change the number of grains "seen" in a twodimensional cut. The surface area per unit volume changes take into consideration the section
cut's orientation in space relative to a macroscopic frame and other section cuts. The stereological
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math also ties this information to the reconstructed segments' angles with respect to the x axis (in
two dimensions). This, combined with the fact that the GBCD variation lies within section plane
variability supports the percent change of 23.43% seen for thin-PFZ boundaries in the HAZ as a
reasonable result.

Sidedness:

The GBCD function can be described in eight parameters as SV(g,n,g’), where g and g’
are the grain orientations on either side of the normal, n. Non-sidedness, the condition that
SV(g,n,g’) = SV(g’,n,g) has been a necessary assumption in past work with stereology, because of
limitations in the data sets that could be examined [9][10][16]. This limitation is now effectively
removed by significant accelerations in indexing electron back scattered diffraction patterns, and
the commensurate acceleration of OIM. Because of past limitations in the size of data sets, only
the even r terms in eqns. (4)(5) were considered, which forces the SV function to be non-sided.
However, the implementation of the stereological method in this work, with much larger data
sets, did not eliminate the odd r terms. It was found that the inclination distribution observed in
one hemisphere, commonly examined in pole figures, are statistically similar in the other half
(Figure 9) by substituting the azimuthal and polar angles Φ, and β for Φ'= π-Φ and β'=β+π. This
finding is significant in that, where non-sidedness was necessarily assumed in past work, it is
shown here, in the case of Al 7075 to be a statistically correct assumption of condition. Statistical
non-sidedness was observed to hold true for all misorientations.
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Figure 9: Σ5 in the parent metal (left). Σ5 in the parent metal for negative azimuthal normal
angle Φ.
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4.

Discussion of Results

Observations:

It is somewhat surprising to find that the grain boundary character distribution for
“special” boundaries in the HAZ experienced dramatic growth. This observation contrasts with
common knowledge that the HAZ has diminished material properties. This increase in surface
area per unit volume of ‘special’, low PFZ boundaries seems to explain the much smaller average
radius of gyration of wide-PFZ clusters; this is not as obvious from simply examining
reconstructed boundary statistics. Another surprising observation is that the macroscopic normals
for nearly all CSL boundaries were contained within belts, or great circles, which spanned the
pole figure plots in differing directions. Many of the belts were oriented similarly between the
HAZ and parent materials, but for the low angle boundaries a rotation of about 30 degrees around
an axis defined, roughly, by the normal (0,0) (using the same (Φ, β) coordinate system described
earlier) is required to bring the parent distribution into coincidence with that of the HAZ. The
change in low angle boundary normal direction between the two regions, and the significant
increase in low PFZ boundaries, are significant pieces to the puzzle of the mechanisms of
microstructural alteration during friction stirring. It is evident that during this temporary exposure
to heat from the friction stirring energetic processes that the presence of CSL boundaries
increases. The increase includes thin-PFZ misorientation classes, at inclinations that are presumed
constrained by the parent texture and microstructure. The apparent redistribution of the lowangle boundaries may be facilitated by the relatively high mobility of HAR boundaries. This idea
seems to coincide with the findings of Shvindlerman et al. [19] who noted an increase in low
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angle boundary proportion at the expense of high angle boundaries during heat treatment of pure
aluminum.

Another effect that plays a role in the observed grain boundary character distribution in
the two regions is the sharpening of SV around a normal. This only occurs noticeably for low
angle boundaries. The peak value of SV in the HAZ for these low angle random grain boundaries
increases by a large proportion compared to the parent metal’s peak for the same misorientation.
The invariant integration over the region defined by the Brandon criterion, however, shows a
smaller difference in SV between the two microstructures. The heat received by the HAZ may
allow these low angle grain boundaries to achieve a slightly lower energy by coming into better
coincidence.

The average radius of gyration, correlated with wide PFZ’s, predicts a potential crack
length for the two regions in Al 7075 subjected to intergranular corrosion attack. Al 7075 is a
very tough material (KIC ~ 21 ksi) with a large plastic zone (~450 µm), and thus may not be
affected greatly by any clusters in either the HAZ (49 µm) or the parent metal (71 µm) with
significantly smaller radii of gyration. Along these same lines, the value of σy in the HAZ is
altered from the parent metal by several phenomenon, including the creation of a volume of PFZ,
which would exhibit a yield strength closer to pure Al (15-20 ksi). Consider the volume fraction
of material in precipitate free zones around special boundaries, VF(s), with a known average
thickness, t(s), (approximately half of other boundaries) in a volume (V). Knowing the yield
strength of the PFZ, one could feasibly estimate the effect on yield strength in the altered HAZ
from the following equations.

VF ( s ) =

1
V

∫S
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V

( s ) t ( s ) ds

(9)

Upper Bound

σ yHAZ = VF ( s ) * (σ ypfz ) + (1 − VF ( s )) * (σ yparent )

1

σ

LowerBound Estimate

HAZ
y

=

VF ( s )

σ

pfz
y

+

(1 − VF ( s ))

σ yparent

(10)

(11)

These calculations include values obtained for SV for wide-PFZ boundaries (748890.82
m-1) and SV for thin-PFZ boundaries (9422 m-1). They take in to account both the thin and wide
PFZ thicknesses in order to represent the total PFZ volume fraction. The values used for
σy(parent), σy(HAZ-for comparison), and σy(PFZ) are 63ksi, 41ksi, and 15ksi respectively.
Equation (10) gives an upper bound average where eqn. (11) is the harmonic mean, an estimate of
a lower bound on possible yield strength in the HAZ. Applying these equations, one finds an
upper bound on the HAZ yield strength (σy) of 57.93 ksi and an estimated lower bound of 47.09
ksi.

It can be seen from these simple calculations that the PFZ volume fraction, deduced from
surface area per unit volume of grain boundaries, should be taken into consideration when
modeling microstructure yield strength in the HAZ. At the same time there are obviously other
factors to consider, such as the larger grain size of the HAZ and the heat aging when seeking in
predicting this material property.

Summary:

It is known that corrosion attack in the HAZ is primarily intergranular and is strongly
associated with the presence of precipitate free zones. The GBCD in the parent metal was
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compared with the GBCD in the HAZ based on research that finds a correlation between
precipitate free zone width and grain boundary geometry. The sharp anisotropy of the Al 7075
microstructure makes multi-section plane stereology necessary [20] and this is conducted in a
macroscopic frame associated with the HAZ. An incidental benefit of the stereology used is the
demonstration of the non-sided property of the grain boundary component of microstructure in
aluminium, which until now had remained an unproven assumption.

Measured SV is found to differ, in comparison between the HAZ and parent metal, as a
function of grain boundary geometry. The GBCD of CSL and low angle random (LAR)
misorientations increased in the HAZ, while high angle random (HAR) boundary surface area per
unit volume decreased. The effects of grain boundary interface ‘sharpening,’ and in some cases,
reorientation, in which macroscopic normals of these interfaces rotate, are noted as mechanisms
through which the GBCD becomes altered during exposure to heat from the friction stirring
process.

Additionally, the increase in all types of CSL boundaries signifies an increased surface
area per unit volume of boundaries correlated with thin precipitate free zones (low angle, Σ3, Σ5,
Σ27, Σ39, and Σ43) in the HAZ when compared with the parent material. Connectivity of highPFZ related grain boundaries, as measured by radius of gyration, decreases in the HAZ by nearly
half, coinciding with the surface area per unit volume increase of thin-PFZ boundaries. This result
is noteworthy in that the improvement to the fraction of grain boundaries of type associated with
thin-PFZ, which comes with an increased population of ‘special’ boundaries does not wholly
overcome the negative effects of the precipitate free zones in the HAZ of friction stir-processed
Al 7075. The formation of precipitate free zones in the heat affected zone, appears to be the
primary cause of its degraded material properties.
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Recovery of the GBCD, by the methodology of stereology, when coupled with
connectivity measurements of GBs of similar type, provides a rich description of a microstructure
that can be valuable in the effort of correlating quantitative representations of microstructure to
the properties of friction stirred materials. A future extension to this work is to be conducted in
the local crystal frame, based on the same data set as an adaptation of the stereology developed by
Ryan Larsen [20]. Other future investigations may recover the GBCD in the HAZ for various
materials stirred under differing weld parameters (pin rotation and advancing speeds).
Comparison between the GBCD of the HAZ with measured corrosion-resistance could show how
changes in GBCD, and the associated alteration of the radius of gyration of connected wide-PFZ
boundary networks, could be developed as a basis for controlled processing to achieve corrosion
resistance in friction stir-processed materials.

Conclusions:
•

This is the first examination of the HAZ in friction stirred material using five-parameter
stereology, conducted in a macroscopic coordinate frame.

•

Emergence of peak ‘belts’ and the rotation of peaks in the macroscopic inclination
distribution provide evidence of microstructure features that need further investigation,
including modelling to predict their occurrence, and their relationship to grain boundary
energies, mobilities and network topology.

•

It is found that the percentage of CSL boundaries increases in the HAZ while high angle
random boundary percentage decreases. This shift appears to be coupled to the increase
in low-angle boundaries.

•

The material examined exhibited statistical non-sidedness, suggesting that the occurrence
of grain boundaries is independent of the order of placement of grain orientation with
respect to the inclination normal.
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Appendix A: Stereology Code
The following code was written in Matlab by the author for the purpose of determining
Ljt from an input file containing reconstructed grain boundary information, including: omega
(angle of GB segment from x axis), GB segment length, two sets of x,y coordinate endpoints,
right and left grain Euler angles, CSL value, CSL character (numeric q=0, a=1…), and
misorientation angle. See Appendix B for grain boundary reconstruction code. Here,
SubVFiveParameter.m is the main program with several dependent functions.
SsubVFiveParameter.m
close all; clear all; clc;
% load 'Irtcoefs.dat'
% load 'IrtOut.txt'
load 'IrtCoef.txt'
arbitrarylimit=16;
phi1=[0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0]; % these euler angles are taken directly from the particular cutting
PHI=[pi/2,pi/4,3*pi/4,0,pi/2,pi/4,3*pi/4,pi/2,pi/4,3*pi/4,pi/2,pi/4,3*pi/4]; %scheme employed in my case
phi2=[pi/2,pi/2,pi/2,0,pi,pi,pi,3*pi/4,3*pi/4,3*pi/4,5*pi/4,5*pi/4,5*pi/4];% and is unique to it.
J=13;
moreplots=1;
plotcnt=1;
while moreplots==1
if plotcnt>1
figure;
end
K = menu('Filter delta g''s for:','CSL boundaries','LAR boundaries (<15)');
if K==1
filtertype='CSL';
CSLval=inputdlg('Enter a valid sigma value');
CSLval=str2num(char(CSLval));
CSLchar=inputdlg('Ender a valid character to describe csl type (if applicable)','csl type: q,a,b,c',1,{'q'});
CSLchar=char(CSLchar);
if CSLchar =='q'
numChar=0;
elseif CSLchar =='a'
numChar=1;
elseif CSLchar =='b'
numChar=2;
elseif CSLchar == 'c'
numChar=3;
else
disp('Bad input, not valid for csl character');
break;
end
else
filtertype='LAR';
CSLval=1;
CSLchar='q';
end
[Ep1,EP,Ep2]=EAfromCSL(CSLval,CSLchar);%defines the misorientation Euler angles to use in
R=J-1; collength=0;
%
for g=0:R
collength=collength+2*g+1;
end
colcnt=1; rowcnt=1; srpcnt=1;
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%build the Ljt arrays.
disp(['CSLval: ',num2str(CSLval),' ',CSLchar]);
[L,Lcount]=Ljt(J,CSLval,CSLchar,Ep1,EP,Ep2);
for l=0:arbitrarylimit
if l==12 || l==16
mu1=2;
nu1=2;
else
mu1=1;
nu1=1;
end
for mu=1:mu1
for nu=1:nu1
if l==1 || l==2 || l==3 || l==5 || l==7 || l==11
continue;
end
for j=1:J
for t=-R:R
colcnt=collength-2*R; %see notes June 18,2005
if abs(t)~=R
for w=(R-1):-1:abs(t)
colcnt=colcnt-2*(w)-1;
end
end
if abs(t)==0
colcnt=1;
end
for r=abs(t):R
for p=-r:r
IrtIndex=find(IrtCoef(:,1)==r & IrtCoef(:,2)==t);
[' j ','t ','col ','r ','p ','row'];
[j,t,colcnt,r,p,rowcnt];
ITMat(rowcnt,colcnt)=1/sqrt(2*pi)*(t_function(r,t,p,phi1(j)...
,PHI(j),phi2(j)))...
*IrtCoef(IrtIndex,3);
if t==0
SrpIndexList(colcnt,1)=r; SrpIndexList(colcnt,2)=p;
end
colcnt=colcnt+1; srpcnt=srpcnt+1;
end %end for p=-r:r
end %end for r=abs(t):R
rowcnt=rowcnt+1;
end %end for t=-R:R
end %end for j=1:J
%Solve for Srp
[U,S,V]=svd(ITMat);
for row=1:size(S,1)
for col=1:size(S,2)
if S(row,col) >= 0 & S(row,col) < 1e-12
Stominus1(row,col)=0;
else
temp=S(row,col);
Stominus1(row,col)=1/temp;
end
end
end
Srptemp=(conj(V)*Stominus1'*conj(U')*L(1:Lcount,l+1,mu,nu));
Srp(1:colcnt-1,l+1,mu,nu)=conj(Srptemp);
clear U; clear V; clear S; clear ITMat;
colcnt=1; rowcnt=1; srpcnt=1;
end%end nu
end%end mu
end%end l
% choose a delg to look at here.

res=2*pi/180;
k=1;
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for phi=0:res:pi/2
for beta=0:res:2*pi
val(k)=0;
philist(k)=phi;
betalist(k)=beta;
for r=0:R
for p=-r:r %p and t are the same here as in Srp or Krt
SrpIndex=find(SrpIndexList(:,1)==r & SrpIndexList(:,2)==p);
for l=0:arbitrarylimit
if l==12 || l==16
mu1=2;
nu1=2;
else
mu1=1;
nu1=1;
end
for mu=1:mu1
for nu=1:nu1
if l==1 || l==2 || l==3 || l==5 || l==7 || l==11
continue;
end
SrpVal=Srp(SrpIndex,l+1,mu,nu);
val(k)=val(k)+k_function(r,p,phi,beta)...
*(SrpVal)*Tcub_cub(l,mu,nu,Ep1,EP,Ep2);
end% for nu
end %for mu
end %for l
end % for p
end %for r
k=k+1;
end %for beta
end %for phi
resolution=2;
% val=val/max(val);%normalize
poleFigure(resolution,philist,betalist,real(val'))
plotcnt=plotcnt+1;
moreplots=menu('Plot another pole figure for a different CSL value?','Yes, please','No, thank you, I''m fine with what I''ve already plotted');
end %while

EAfromCSL.m
%This function takes in a CSL value and character type (a,b,c,q), q being
%the default for none. It then opens the file Sigmah.txt taken from
%Sigma.h, a c file containing angle and axis information for each CSL
%misorientation from 1 to 48 and calls two functions AxisAng2Gmat.m and
%GMatToEang.m in order to return the misorientation in the form of Euler
%Angles. - Jay Basinger July 2005
function [p1,P,p2]=EAfromCSL(CSLval,CSLchar);
% clear all;
% CSLval = 43;
% CSLchar = 'a';
fid=fopen('Sigmah.txt','r');
cnt=1;
tline=0;
while 1
tline=fgetl(fid);
if tline==-1
break
end
aloc=find(tline=='a');
bloc=find(tline=='b');
cloc=find(tline=='c');
if ~isempty(aloc)
type(cnt)='a';
tline(aloc)=' ';
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elseif ~isempty(bloc)
type(cnt)='b';
tline(bloc)=' ';
elseif ~isempty(cloc)
type(cnt)='c';
tline(cloc)=' ';
else
type(cnt)='q';
end
AllSigmas(cnt,1:length(str2num(tline)))=str2num(tline);
cnt=cnt+1;
end % end while
index=find(AllSigmas(:,1)==CSLval);
if isempty(index)
disp('No such CSL value');
return;
end
if max(size(index)) > 1
tindex=find(type(index)==CSLchar);
if isempty(tindex)
disp('No such CSL type');
end
axis=AllSigmas(index(tindex),3:5);
angle=AllSigmas(index(tindex),2);
else
axis=AllSigmas(index,3:5);
angle=AllSigmas(index,2);
end
g=AA2GMat(axis,angle);
[p1,P,p2]=gMatToEang2(g);

AA2GMat.m – converts Axis and Angle input into Euler Angles
function g=AA2GMat(axis,angle)%angle needs to be input in degrees
angle=angle*pi/180;
ca=cos(angle);sa=sin(angle);
u=axis(1)/norm(axis); v=axis(2)/norm(axis); w=axis(3)/norm(axis);%normalize this or you'll be sorry
x=u;y=v;z=w;
g(1,1)=1+(1-ca)*(x*x-1);
g(1,2)=-z*sa+(1-ca)*x*y;
g(1,3)=y*sa+(1-ca)*x*z;
g(2,1)=z*sa+(1-ca)*x*y;
g(2,2)=1+(1-ca)*(y*y-1);
g(2,3)=-x*sa+(1-ca)*y*z;
g(3,1)=-y*sa+(1-ca)*x*z;
g(3,2)=x*sa+(1-ca)*y*z;
g(3,3)=1+(1-ca)*(z*z-1);

gMatToEang2.m – g matrix to Euler angles
function [Ep1,EP,Ep2]=gMatToEang2(g);
if g(3,3) >0.9999999
PHI = 0.0;
if g(1,1)>0.9999999
phi1 = 0.0;
elseif g(1,1)<-1.0
phi1 = PI;
else
phi1 = acos(lim(g(1,1)));
end
if (g(1,2)<0.0)
phi1 = 2*pi-phi1;
end
phi2 = 0.0;
Ep1 = phi1;
EP = PHI;
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Ep2 = phi2;
return;
elseif (g(3,3) <-0.9999999)
PHI = PI;
if (g(1,1)>0.9999999)
phi1 = 0.0;
elseif (g(1,1)<-1.0)
phi1 = PI;
else
phi1 = acos(lim(g(1,1)));
end
if (g(1,2)<0.0)
phi1 = 2*pi-phi1;
end
phi2 = 0.0;
Ep1 = phi1; EP = PHI; Ep2 = phi2;
return;
end
PHI = acos(lim(g(3,3)));
phi1 = atan2(g(3,1),-g(3,2));
phi2 = atan2(g(1,3), g(2,3));
if (phi1<0.0)
phi1 = 2*pi + phi1;
end
if (phi2<0.0)
phi2 = 2*pi + phi2;
end
Ep1 = phi1; EP = PHI; Ep2 = phi2;
return;

lim.m
function [x]=lim(x);
if x>1.0
x=1;
elseif x < -1.0
x=-1;
else
x=x;
end

Ljt.m – reads in ‘everything*.txt’ – reconstructed grain boundary segment files and builds Ljt.
function [L,Lcount]=Ljt(J,misoCharacter,CSLchar,Ep1,EP,Ep2);
% misoCharacter=3; CSLchar='q'; Ep1= 3.6052402625906;
% Ep2= 2.0344439357957; EP=0.84106867056793;
% J=1;
if CSLchar=='q'%change from char to a number 0-3: q,a,b,c
CSLchar=0;
elseif CSLchar=='a'
CSLchar=1;
elseif CSLchar=='b'
CSLchar=2;
elseif CSLchar=='c'
CSLchar=3;
end
arbitrarylimit=16;
R=J-1;
Lcount=1;
for j=1:J
totlength=0;
[FileName,PathName] = uigetfile('*.txt',['Section Plane ',num2str(j),' File'],'Location',[1500 1500]);
% cd(Directory.program);
everything=load (FileName);
N=FileName(1:max(size(FileName))-4);
% clear(N);
% iedb=everything(:,1);
% gna=everything(:,2);
% gnb=everything(:,3);
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gbomega=everything(:,4);
gblength=everything(:,5);
% x1uf=everything(:,6);
% y1uf=everything(:,7);
% x2uf=everything(:,8);
% y2uf=everything(:,9);
x1=everything(:,6);
y1=everything(:,7);
x2=everything(:,8);
y2=everything(:,9);
rea1=everything(:,10);
rea2=everything(:,11);
rea3=everything(:,12);
lea1=everything(:,13);
lea2=everything(:,14);
lea3=everything(:,15);
csl=everything(:,16);
cslchar=everything(:,17);
%area1=everything(:,18);
%area2=everything(:,19);
angle=everything(:,20);
numberoftraces=length(x1)
clear everything;
%window size control
mx2=max(x2);
mx1=max(x1);
my2=max(y2);
my1=max(y1);
nx2=min(x2);
nx1=min(x1);
ny2=min(y2);
ny1=min(y1);
if mx2 > mx1
xscanmax=mx2;
else
xscanmax=mx1;
end
if my2 > my1
yscanmax=my2;
else
yscanmax=my1;
end
if nx2 > nx1
xscanmin=nx2;
else
xscanmin=nx1;
end
if ny2 > ny1
yscanmin=ny1;
else
yscanmin=ny2;
end
B=findstr(FileName,'rot');
if ~isempty(B)
gbomega(1:length(x1))=(90+gbomega(1:length(x1)));
rea1(1:length(x1))=(pi/2+rea1(1:length(x1)));
lea1(1:length(x1))=(pi/2+lea1(1:length(x1)));
higher=find(gbomega>180);
highREA=find(rea1>2*pi);
highLEA=find(rea1>2*pi);
if ~isempty(higher)
for z=1:length(higher)
gbomega(higher(z))=180-gbomega(higher(z));
end
end
if ~isempty(highREA)
for z=1:length(highREA)
rea1(highREA(z))=2*pi-rea1(highREA(z));
end
end
if ~isempty(highLEA)
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for z=1:length(highLEA)
lea1(highLEA(z))=2*pi-lea1(highLEA(z));
end
end
end
Area=(xscanmax-xscanmin)*(yscanmax-yscanmin);
%bin the various values for omega into one degree bins, add up all the line
%length found in that bin. Only record lengths of segments whose character
%corresponds to the particular character we are looking at here.
rstep=pi/180;
cnt=1;
for v=0:rstep:pi
binlist=find(gbomega>=v*180/pi & gbomega<(v+rstep)*180/pi);
if ~isempty(binlist)
typebin(cnt,1:max(size(binlist)))=binlist(1:max(size(binlist)));
templength=0;
for r=1:max(size(binlist))
if csl(binlist(r))==misoCharacter & cslchar(binlist(r))==CSLchar
templength=templength+gblength(binlist(r));
end
end
omegaLength(cnt)=templength;
else
omegaLength(cnt)=0;
end
cnt=cnt+1;
end
totlength=sum(gblength);
for l=0:arbitrarylimit
if l==12 || l==16
mu1=2;
nu1=2;
else
mu1=1;
nu1=1;
end
for mu=1:mu1
for nu=1:nu1
if l==1 || l==2 || l==3 || l==5 || l==7 || l==11
continue;
end
for omdeg=1:cnt-1
for t=-R:R
Lc(t+R+1,1:arbitrarylimit+1,1:2,1:2)=0;
Lcnt=exp(-t*sqrt(-1)*((omdeg*rstep+90)*pi/180))*conj(Tcub_cub(l,mu,nu,Ep1,EP,Ep2))*(2*l+1);
Lc(t+R+1,l+1,mu,nu)=Lc(t+R+1,l+1,mu,nu)+Lcnt*omegaLength(omdeg);
end
end
end
end %end for mu
end %end for l

clear gblength; clear gbomega; clear csl; clear cslchar; clear angle;
clear clearlea1; clear lea2; clear lea3; clear rea1;
clear rea2; clear rea3; clear x1; clear x2; clear y1; clear y2;
for t=-R:R
for l=0:arbitrarylimit
if l==12 || l==16
mu1=2;
nu1=2;
else
mu1=1;
nu1=1;
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end
for mu=1:mu1
for nu=1:nu1
if l==1 || l==2 || l==3 || l==5 || l==7 || l==11
continue;
end
L(Lcount,l+1,mu,nu)=Lc(t+R+1,l+1,mu,nu)/Area;
end
end %end for mu
end %end for l
Lcount=Lcount+1;
end %for t
%
Lcount=Lcount+1;
end %for j
Lcount=Lcount-1;

The functions mentioned in the above code: t_function(),Tcub_cub() and k_function() are .dll files
of converted C++ code, known as MEX files that can be used in Matlab. Most were written by
Stuart Wright in C and modified somewhat by the author. As such, they will not be included in the
appendix. The functions they calculate are delineated by Bunge as a no symmetry generalized
spherical harmonic function, a surface spherical harmonic function, and a cubic-cubic symmetry
harmonic function.
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Appendix B: Reformat GB recon. data from OIM.
-

C++ code; collects and reformats grain boundary reconstruction data from OIM. Also

displays the data in interactive form. I do not include all files, as many are used for the GUI
display. Instead only those particularly pertinent to the sorting of reconstructed grain boundary
data are included.

TripleFinder.cpp
#include "CSL.hpp"
#include "Project4.h"
//void TRIPLE_FINDER(float **pointmat,int row,int col,float **ptripp);
//void ysorter(int gbcount, float **pointmat, float **tc, int row);
void tokenize(const std::string& line, std::vector<std::string>& tokens,const std::string& delimiters)
{
// Skip delimiters at beginning.
std::string::size_type lastPos = line.find_first_not_of(delimiters, 0);
// Find first "non-delimiter".
std::string::size_type pos = line.find_first_of(delimiters, lastPos);
while (std::string::npos != pos || std::string::npos != lastPos)
{
// Found a token, add it to the vector.
tokens.push_back(line.substr(lastPos, pos - lastPos));
// Skip delimiters. Note the "not_of"
lastPos = line.find_first_not_of(delimiters, pos);
// Find next "non-delimiter"
pos = line.find_first_of(delimiters, lastPos);
}
}
void Output2Text(std::vector<Trace*> tracevect){
std::ofstream outfile("everything.txt");
std::vector<Trace*>::iterator iter_obj;
for(iter_obj = tracevect.begin();iter_obj != tracevect.end(); iter_obj++)
{
(*iter_obj)->OutputDimensions(outfile);
}
}
int submain(std::vector<Trace*> &tracevect, std::vector<Grain*> &grainvect,std::vector<Curvature*> &curvevect,QString
&stereofilename,QString &grainfilename,QString &curvefilename)//pass linked list here by reference
{
// define an STL vector of strings to hold the result
std::vector<std::string> stereotokens;
std::vector<std::string> graintokens;
// define the list of delimiters including a comma, a space, a semi-colon and a tab
std::string delimiters(", \t");
// The above declarations after int main(), as well as the tokenizer function,
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// are taken from http://www.tldp.org/HOWTO/C++Programming-HOWTO-7.html
// Author : Al Dev (Alavoor Vasudevan)
float x,y,kbar;
std::string curvefile(curvefilename.ascii());
std::ifstream incurvefile;
std::string templine;
incurvefile.open(curvefile.c_str());
std::vector<std::string> curvetokens;
//tokenize the grain boundaries into the vector stereotokens
while (std::getline(incurvefile,templine,'\n'))
{
// break the string into a list of tokens
tokenize(templine, curvetokens, delimiters);
}
int fs = curvetokens.size(); //finds how many pieces of information are in the file
int g = (fs/3); //there are three columns in the file the first is x, then y, and kbar
//g is the number of lines, or separate curve cylinders that will be plotted.
Curvature* curve = new Curvature[g];
//curve->GetDimensions(curvefilename,x,y,kbar);
int cnter=0;
int rp=0;
for (int p=1; p<g; p++)//this loop will convert the strings read in from the file
//into floating point values
{
float xtemp,ytemp,kbtemp;
std::string curvedata = curvetokens[cnter];
std::istringstream convx(curvedata);
convx >> xtemp;
curvedata = curvetokens[cnter+1];
std::istringstream convy(curvedata);
convy >> ytemp;
curvedata = curvetokens[cnter+2];
std::istringstream convkb(curvedata);
convkb >> kbtemp;
cnter = cnter+3;
if (xtemp != 0 && ytemp != 0 && kbtemp != 0)
{
curve[rp].SetDimensions(xtemp,ytemp,kbtemp);
curve[rp].MakeObject();
curvevect.push_back(&curve[rp]);
rp++;
}
}
//this reads in the file that contains grain boundary information
//it has been replaced with a QT operation for opening files
std::string filename(stereofilename.ascii());
std::string line;
std::ifstream infile;
infile.open(filename.c_str());
//tokenize the grain boundaries into the vector stereotokens
while (std::getline(infile,line,'\n'))
{
// break the string into a list of tokens
tokenize(line, stereotokens, delimiters);
}
// this reads in the grain information file
std::string filename2(grainfilename.ascii());
std::string line2;
std::ifstream infile2;
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infile2.open(filename2.c_str());
while (std::getline(infile2,line2,'\n'))
{
// break the string into a list of tokens
tokenize(line2, graintokens, delimiters);
}
//finds the size of the stereotokens vector
int j= stereotokens.size();
//h is the number of traces in a scan, each scan having 9 components in a reconstructed set
int h = (j/12);
//create an array of objects of type trace - these are children of GeometricObject
Trace* traces = new Trace[h];
// sort grainboy file into list of components
int cnt=0;
for (int k = 0; k<h; k++)
{
//convert the strings stored in the stereovect to their appropriate types
float temp1, temp2, temp3, temp4, temp5, temp6, temp7, temp8, temp9, temp10, temp11, temp12;
std::string stereodata = stereotokens[cnt];
std::istringstream conv1(stereodata);
conv1 >> temp1;//isedge - phi1 EA1 now changed to accept OIM 4 tracefile
stereodata = stereotokens[cnt+1];
std::istringstream conv2(stereodata);
conv2 >> temp2;//ga - PHI EA1
stereodata = stereotokens[cnt+2];
std::istringstream conv3(stereodata);
conv3 >> temp3;//gb - phi2 EA1
stereodata = stereotokens[cnt+3];
std::istringstream conv4(stereodata);
conv4 >> temp4;//w - phi1 EA2
stereodata = stereotokens[cnt+4];
std::istringstream conv5(stereodata);
conv5 >> temp5;//length - PHI EA2
stereodata = stereotokens[cnt+5];
std::istringstream conv6(stereodata);
conv6 >> temp6;//x1 - phi2 EA2
stereodata = stereotokens[cnt+6];
std::istringstream conv7(stereodata);
conv7 >> temp7;//y1 - length
stereodata = stereotokens[cnt+7];
std::istringstream conv8(stereodata);
conv8 >> temp8;//x2 - w (trace angle)
stereodata = stereotokens[cnt+8];
std::istringstream conv9(stereodata);
conv9 >> temp9;//y2 -x1
stereodata = stereotokens[cnt+9];
std::istringstream conv10(stereodata);
conv10 >> temp10;//y1
stereodata = stereotokens[cnt+10];
std::istringstream conv11(stereodata);
conv11 >> temp11;//x2
stereodata = stereotokens[cnt+11];
std::istringstream conv12(stereodata);
conv12 >> temp12;//x1
//fill in the trace information
traces[k].SetDimensions(1.0,temp8, temp7, temp9, temp10, temp11, temp12,h);
traces[k].PassEA1(temp1,temp2,temp3);
traces[k].PassEA2(temp4,temp5,temp6);
//creates each object in its proper place and gives it a calllist id
//traces[k].MakeObject();
//pushes the objects onto a vector that gets passed back to the main (complext.cpp)
tracevect.push_back(&traces[k]);
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cnt=cnt+12;
}
//finds the size of the graintokens vector
int m = graintokens.size();
// i is the number of grains in a scan. Each one has 6 members.
// At the beginning of the file there are 4 numbers that are not used.
int i = ((m)/8);
Grain* grains = new Grain[i];
//Grain object populator
cnt=0;
for (int n = 0; n<i-1; n++)
{
//convert the strings stored in the stereovect to their appropriate types
float gtemp2, gtemp3, gtemp4, gtemp5, gtemp6;
int gtemp1;
std::string graindata = graintokens[cnt];
std::istringstream conv1(graindata);
conv1 >> gtemp1;//grainID
graindata = graintokens[cnt+1];
std::istringstream conv2(graindata);
conv2 >> gtemp2;//area - phi1
graindata = graintokens[cnt+2];
std::istringstream conv3(graindata);
conv3 >> gtemp3;//is edge boundary -PHI
graindata = graintokens[cnt+3];
std::istringstream conv4(graindata);
conv4 >> gtemp4;//euler angle 1 - phi2
graindata = graintokens[cnt+4];
// std::istringstream conv5(graindata);
// conv5 >> gtemp5;//euler angle 2
// graindata = graintokens[cnt+5];
// std::istringstream conv6(graindata);
// conv6 >> gtemp6;//euler angle 3
std::vector<Trace*> GrainBounds;
std::vector<float> vx1;
std::vector<float> vy1;
std::vector<float> vx2;
std::vector<float> vy2;
//here I search for all the traces that surround this particular grain
std::vector<Trace*>::iterator iter_obj;
for(iter_obj = tracevect.begin();iter_obj != tracevect.end(); iter_obj++)
{
float r, ga,gb,w,length, x1, y1, x2, y2,ea11,ea12,ea13,ea21,ea22,ea23;
int IsEdge , tot;
(*iter_obj)->GetDimensions(r,IsEdge,ga,gb,w,length,x1,y1,x2,y2,tot);
(*iter_obj)->GetEulerAngles(ea11,ea12,ea13,ea21,ea22,ea23);
// we need a number of traces counter and something to put them in a list that will be used by only one grain
if (abs(gtemp2-ea11)< 0.01 && abs(gtemp3-ea12) < 0.01 && abs(gtemp4-ea13) < 0.01)
//if (gb == gtemp1)
{
// (*iter_obj)->PassEA1(gtemp4,gtemp5,gtemp6); //passes the Euler Angels of that grain
//boundary to the trace to the first container set of Euler Angles in the Trace class
// (there are two containers of 3 for each trace)
//(*iter_obj)->SetArea1(gtemp2);
(*iter_obj)->SetGBIDA(gtemp1);
GrainBounds.push_back(*iter_obj); //this adds onto a vector of pointers to Trace object
vx1.push_back(x1);
vx2.push_back(x2);
vy1.push_back(y1);
vy2.push_back(y2);
}
if (abs(gtemp2-ea21)< 0.01 && abs(gtemp3-ea22) < 0.01 && abs(gtemp4-ea23) < 0.01)
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//if (ga == gtemp1)
{
// (*iter_obj)->PassEA2(gtemp4,gtemp5,gtemp6);
//(*iter_obj)->SetArea2(gtemp2);// Each trace will have two areas with it, one for each grain on either side
(*iter_obj)->SetGBIDB(gtemp1);
GrainBounds.push_back(*iter_obj); //this adds onto a vector of pointers to Trace object
vx1.push_back(x1);
vx2.push_back(x2);
vy1.push_back(y1);
vy2.push_back(y2);
}
}
//fill in the grain information
grains[n].SetDimensions(1.0, gtemp1 , 0, 0, gtemp2 ,gtemp3 ,gtemp4,i,GrainBounds);
//creates each object in its proper place and gives it a calllist id
grains[n].MakeObject();
//pushes the objects onto a vector that gets passed back to the main (complext.cpp)
grainvect.push_back(&grains[n]);
cnt=cnt+8;
vx1.clear();
vx2.clear();
vy1.clear();
vy2.clear();
}
SetupSigma.cpp
SETUP_SIGMA(tracevect);
Output2Text(tracevect);
return 1;
}
#include "CSL.hpp"
#include "Project4.h"

//double IsCSL(float g1[3][3],float g2[3][3], struct SIGMA *Sigma,float Sigmag[48][24][24][3][3], float s2[24][3][3]);
//void Input_Euler_Angles(struct SIGMA *Sigma,float Sigmag[48][24][24][3][3], float s2[24][3][3], float **ptripp,int row);
//void Trace_Euler_Angles(struct SIGMA *Sigma,float Sigmag[48][24][24][3][3], float s2[24][3][3], float **ptripp,int row);
//int SYMMETRY(float s2[24][3][3]);

void Input_Euler_Angles(struct SIGMA *Sigma,float Sigmag[48][24][24][3][3], float s2[24][3][3],std::vector<Trace*> &tracevect,float ax[3])
{
int t=0;
//number of sets of 3 euler angles (six per pair) that are in the output file, this can be rewritten depending on how the angles
are gotten
float g1[3][3],g2[3][3],dg[3][3];
float ea11,ea12,ea13,ea21,ea22,ea23,angle;
//int tempCSL;
std::vector<Trace*>::iterator trace_iter;
for(trace_iter = tracevect.begin();trace_iter != tracevect.end(); trace_iter++)
{
int sc=0;//sigma counter
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(*trace_iter)->GetEulerAngles(ea11,ea12,ea13,ea21,ea22,ea23);
//
fscanf(misorientin,"%f\t%f\t%f\t%f\t%f\t%f\n",&ea11, &ea12, &ea13, &ea21, &ea22, &ea23);
EANG_TO_GMAT(ea11,ea12,ea13,g1);//calls the EangTogMat function, passes in the Euler Angles's
//(converts degrees into radians) and returns a g matrix.
EANG_TO_GMAT(ea21,ea22,ea23,g2);
(*trace_iter)->cslValue = IsCSL(g1,g2,Sigma,Sigmag,s2).val;
(*trace_iter)->cslChar = IsCSL(g1,g2,Sigma,Sigmag,s2).letter;
(*trace_iter)->SetAngle(GENERAL_MISO_CALC(g1,g2,dg,ax,s2));
if ((*trace_iter)->cslValue != 0)
{
(*trace_iter)->isCSL = true;
if (((*trace_iter)->cslValue) == 27.3) { //these are specific to only sigma 27's just for display purposes.
(*trace_iter)->cslChar = 'a';
(*trace_iter)->cslValue = 27;
}
if (((*trace_iter)->cslValue) == 27.6){
(*trace_iter)->cslChar = 'b';
(*trace_iter)->cslValue = 27;
}
if (((*trace_iter)->cslValue) == 27.9){
(*trace_iter)->cslChar = 'c';
(*trace_iter)->cslValue = 27;
}
}
(*trace_iter)->MakeObject();
}
}
void SETUP_SIGMA(std::vector<Trace*> &tracevect)
{
//setup Sigmas
float m_Ksig=15.0;
float m_nsig=0.5;
char Sigmae;
int Sigmas,Sigmah,Sigmak,Sigmal,k;
float Sigmaw;
float ax[3];
float Sigmag[48][24][24][3][3],s2[24][3][3];
//float s2[24][3][3];
float PI = 4*atan(1.0);
struct SIGMA *Sigma;
Sigma=(struct SIGMA *) malloc(48*sizeof(struct SIGMA));
FILE *orientlist;
orientlist = fopen(orient, "r");
SYMMETRY(s2);
for (int i=0; i<MAX_SIGMA; ++i)
{
fscanf(orientlist, "%2d%c%f%3d%3d%3d \n",&Sigmas, &Sigmae, &Sigmaw, &Sigmah, &Sigmak,
&Sigmal);
Sigma[i].s=Sigmas;//sigma number
Sigma[i].e=Sigmae;//charater: "q" is nothing "a" and "b" deonte different sigma values.
Sigma[i].w=Sigmaw;//theta
Sigma[i].h=Sigmah;//axis of rotation
Sigma[i].k=Sigmak;//" " "
Sigma[i].l=Sigmal;//" " "
Sigma[i].deviation = m_Ksig / (pow((float)Sigma[i].s,m_nsig));
ax[0]=Sigma[i].h;
ax[1]=Sigma[i].k;
ax[2]=Sigma[i].l;
NORMALIZE_VECTOR(ax);
AXIS_ANGLE_2_G_MAT(Sigma[i].w,ax,Sigma[i].g);
//float w2= PI/360*Sigma[i].w;
/*float q[4];
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q[0] = (float) cos(w2);//finding the quaternian from the axis of rotation and omega
float sinw = (float) sin(w2);
w2 = (float) sqrt ((float)(hSigma[i]*hSigma[i] + kSigma[i]*kSigma[i] + lSigma[i]*lSigma[i]));
sinw /= w2;
q[1] = sinw*hSigma[i];
q[2] = sinw*kSigma[i];
q[3] = sinw*lSigma[i];
float g[3][3];
GET_MATRIX(q,g);//GetMatrix1(q,g);
*/
for (int n1=0; n1<24; ++n1)
{
for (int j=0; j<3; ++j) for (int k=0; k<3; ++k)
{ //Sigmag is the "CSL library
//with 576 rotations of a gmatrix for each row in the orientations list (48 rows)
Sigmag[i][0][n1][j][k] =
Sigma[i].g[j][0]*(s2[n1][0][k])
+ Sigma[i].g[j][1]*(s2[n1][1][k])
+ Sigma[i].g[j][2]*(s2[n1][2][k]);
}
for (int n2=1; n2<24; ++n2) //s2 replaces Phase.N_SYM_ELEMS from the OIM code
{
for (int j=0; j<3; ++j) for (k=0; k<3; ++k)
Sigmag[i][n2][n1][j][k] =
s2[n2][j][0]*(Sigmag[i][0][n1][0][k])
+ s2[n2][j][1]*(Sigmag[i][0][n1][1][k])
+ s2[n2][j][2]*(Sigmag[i][0][n1][2][k]);
}
}
}
fclose(orientlist);
Input_Euler_Angles(Sigma,Sigmag,s2,tracevect,ax);

}
void NORMALIZE_VECTOR(float ax[3])
{
float norm;
norm = ax[0]*ax[0] + ax[1]*ax[1] + ax[2]*ax[2];
norm = sqrt(norm);
ax[0] /= norm;
ax[1] /= norm;
ax[2] /= norm;
return;
}
void AXIS_ANGLE_2_G_MAT(float ang,float ax[3],float g[3][3])
{
int
j,k;
float sa,ca;
float PI = 4*atan(1.0);
ang *=PI/180;
sa = sin(ang); ca = cos(ang);
for (j=0; j<3; ++j)
for (k=0; k<3; ++k)
{
g[j][k] = (1.0-ca)*ax[j]*ax[k];
}
for (j=0; j<3; ++j)
{
g[j][j] += ca;
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ax[j] *= sa;
}
g[0][1] += ax[2];
g[1][0] -= ax[2];
g[1][2] += ax[0];
g[2][1] -= ax[0];
g[2][0] += ax[1];
g[0][2] -= ax[1];
for (j=0; j<3; ++j)
for (k=0; k<3; ++k)
{
if (fabs(g[j][k]) < 1.e-08) g[j][k] = 0.0;
}
return;
}
int SYMMETRY(float s2[24][3][3])
{
FILE *fin;
fin=fopen(fsym,"r");
if(fin==NULL) return(0);
int i,j,k;
for(i=0;i<24;i++)
{
for(j=0;j<3;j++)
{
for(k=0;k<3;k++)
{
fscanf(fin,"%f",&s2[i][j][k]);
}
}
}
fclose(fin);
return(1);
}

sigmastruct IsCSL(float g1[3][3],float g2[3][3], struct SIGMA *Sigma,float Sigmag[48][24][24][3][3], float s2[24][3][3])
{//this function takes in two boundary misorientations in g-matrices as well as all the possible transformations (sigma-g), omega, and the
symmetries (for the multimat function)
float dev,w;
sigmastruct sigstuff, nonsigstuff;
char sigChar;
float dg[3][3],dgT[3][3],axis[3];
double sigma;
float g_MinBoundAng = 2.f;

//for (int h=0; h <MAX_SIGMA; h++){
w = GENERAL_MISO_CALC(g1,g2,dg,axis,s2);
for (int i=0; i<3; ++i)
{
for (int j=0; j<3; ++j)
{
dgT[i][j] = dg[j][i];
}
}
for (int k=0; k<MAX_SIGMA; ++k)
{
sigma = Sigma[k].s;
sigChar = Sigma[k].e;
if (fabs(w-Sigma[k].w) < Sigma[k].deviation)//this is where the actual check as to whether
the boundary is a CSL occurs
{
dev = MIN_MISORIENT_ANG(dg,dgT,Sigmag[k]);
if (dev < Sigma[k].deviation) {
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/*if ( sigChar == 'q'){
sigma=sigma;
}
if (sigChar == 'a'){
sigma = sigma + 0.3;
}
if (sigChar == 'b'){
sigma = sigma + 0.6;
}
if (sigChar == 'c'){
sigma = sigma + 0.9;
}*/
sigstuff.letter=sigChar;
sigstuff.val=sigma;
return sigstuff;
}
}

//}
}
nonsigstuff.letter='q';
nonsigstuff.val=0;
return nonsigstuff;
}
void EANG_TO_GMAT(float phi1, float PHI, float phi2, float g[3][3])
{
float cp1,sp1,cp2,sp2,cP,sP;
cp1 = cos(phi1);
sp1 = sin(phi1);
cp2 = cos(phi2);
sp2 = sin(phi2);
cP = cos(PHI);
sP = sin(PHI);
g[0][0]= cp1*cp2-sp1*sp2*cP;
g[0][1]= sp1*cp2+cp1*sp2*cP;
g[0][2]= sp2*sP;
g[1][0]= -cp1*sp2-sp1*cp2*cP;
g[1][1]= -sp1*sp2+cp1*cp2*cP;
g[1][2]= cp2*sP;
g[2][0]= sp1*sP;
g[2][1]= -cp1*sP;
g[2][2]= cP;
}
float MIN_MISORIENT_ANG(float misO[3][3], float misT[3][3],float gm[24][24][3][3])
//returns the minumum angle of misorientation
{
float trace,maxtrace=-1.0;
int
i,j,m,n;
float PI = 4*atan(1.0);
for (m=0; m<24; ++m)
for (n=0; n<24; ++n)
{
trace = 0.0;
for (i=0; i<3; ++i)
for (j=0; j<3; ++j)
{
trace += misO[i][j]*gm[m][n][j][i];
}
if (trace>=3.0) return 0.0;
if (trace>maxtrace) maxtrace = trace;
trace = 0.0;
for (i=0; i<3; ++i)
for (j=0; j<3; ++j)
{
trace += misT[i][j]*gm[m][n][j][i];
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}
if (trace>=3.0) return 0.0;
if (trace>maxtrace) maxtrace = trace;
}
return (acos(lim((maxtrace-1.0)/2.0)) * 180.0/PI);
}
float GENERAL_MISO_CALC(float A[3][3],float B[3][3],float dg[3][3],float Axis[3], float s2[24][3][3])
{
float
Bdg[3][3];
float
trace,maxtrace=-1,Ang,gMx[3][3];
int
i,j,n;
float PI = 4*atan(1.0);
for (i=0; i<3; ++i) for (j=0; j<3; ++j) { //gets the misorientation matrix delta-g (dg)
dg[i][j] = B[i][0]*A[j][0]
+ B[i][1]*A[j][1]
+ B[i][2]*A[j][2];
}
Axis[0] = Axis[1] = Axis[2] = 0;
/* treat phases with identical symmetry differently for speed */
for (n=0; n<24; ++n) {
MULTIPLY_3BY3_MATRIX(s2[n],dg,Bdg);
trace = Bdg[0][0] + Bdg[1][1] + Bdg[2][2];
if (trace>=3) return 0;
if (trace>maxtrace)
{
maxtrace = trace;
for (i=0;i<3;++i) for (j=0;j<3;++j) gMx[i][j] = Bdg[i][j];
}
}
Ang = acos(lim(0.5*(maxtrace-1)))*180/PI;
Axis[0] = gMx[2][1] - gMx[1][2];
Axis[1] = gMx[0][2] - gMx[2][0];
Axis[2] = gMx[1][0] - gMx[0][1];
NORMALIZE_VECTOR(Axis);
return Ang;
}
void MULTIPLY_3BY3_MATRIX(float a[3][3],float b[3][3],float c[3][3])
//takes in two 3x3 matrices (one symmetry matrix and delta-g) and returns a new matrix - Bdg
{
int
j;
for (j=0; j<3; ++j)
{
c[0][j] = a[0][0]*b[0][j] + a[0][1]*b[1][j] + a[0][2]*b[2][j];
c[1][j] = a[1][0]*b[0][j] + a[1][1]*b[1][j] + a[1][2]*b[2][j];
c[2][j] = a[2][0]*b[0][j] + a[2][1]*b[1][j] + a[2][2]*b[2][j];
}
}
#include <iostream>
#include <fstream>
#include <sstream>
#include <string>
#include <vector>
#include <math.h>
#include <qgl.h>
#include <qapplication.h>
#include <qkeycode.h>
#include "GeomObj.h"
#include "Cylinder.h"
#include "Cone.h"
#include "Box.h"
#include "Grain.hpp"
#include "Sphere.h"
#include "LinkedList.h"
#include "Trace.hpp"
#include "Grain.hpp"
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#include "Curvature.h"
int submain(std::vector<Trace*> &tracevect, std::vector<Grain*> &grainvect,std::vector<Curvature*> &curvevect,QString
&stereofilename,QString &grainfilename,QString &curvefilename);//pass linked list here by reference
void SETUP_SIGMA(std::vector<Trace*> &tracevect);
void Output2Text(std::vector<Trace*> tracevect);

Trace.cpp
#include "Trace.hpp"
Trace::Trace(float r)
{
mRadius =r;
isCSL=false;
}
void Trace::SetDimensions(const float r, const float w, const float length, const float x1, const float y1, const float x2, const float y2,const
int tot)
{
mRadius = r;
//
mIsEdge = IsEdge;
mGrainA = 0;//changed with input file change
mGrainB = 0;
mW = w;
mLength = length;
mX1 = x1;
mY1 = y1;
mX2 = x2;
mY2 = y2;
mTot= tot;
}
void Trace::GetDimensions(float &r, int &IsEdge, float &ga, float &gb,
float &w, float &length, float &x1, float &y1,float &x2, float &y2,
int &tot)
{
r = mRadius;
tot = mTot;
ga = mGrainA;
gb = mGrainB;
w = mW;
length = mLength;
x1 = mX1;
y1 = mY1;
x2 = mX2;
y2 = mY2;
IsEdge = 0; //obsolete since switching from Ryan Larsen's grain and trace reconstruction
//to OIM 4's trace and grain boundary reconstruction files.
}
Trace::OutputDimensions(std::ofstream& outfile)
{
int char2num=0; //this ouptuts the character of the CSL's q,a,b,c as integers so they may
if (cslChar == 'q')//be loaded into matlab as numeric values from 'everything.txt'
{
char2num=0;
}
if (cslChar == 'a')
{
char2num=1;
}
if (cslChar == 'b')
{
char2num=2;
}
if (cslChar == 'c')
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{
char2num=3;
}
//out to file
outfile << mIsEdge << " " << mGrainA << " " << mGrainB << " " << mW << " " << mLength <<
" " << mX1 << " " << mY1 << " " << mX2 << " " << mY2 << " " << mEa11 << " "
<< mEa12 << " " << mEa13 << " " << mEa21 << " " << mEa22 << " " << mEa23 << " " <<
cslValue << " " << char2num <<" " << mArea1 << " " << mArea2 <<" "<< mAngle<< std::endl;

}
void Trace::SetArea1(const float Area1)
{
mArea1 = Area1;
}
void Trace::SetArea2(const float Area2)
{
mArea2 = Area2;
}
void Trace::SetAngle(const float Angle)
{
mAngle = Angle;
}
void Trace::SetGBIDA(const float ga)
{
mGrainA = ga;
}
void Trace::SetGBIDB(const float gb)
{
mGrainB = gb;
}
void Trace::MakeObject()
{
float pie = atan(1.0)*4 ;
float theta = atan2((mY2-mY1),(mX2-mX1));
GLUquadricObj *GLOBAL_TraceObj;
GLfloat vGREEN[] = {1.0, 0.0, 0.0};//not really green, it gets changed a lot (defaults red)
mListId = glGenLists(1);
glNewList(mListId, GL_COMPILE);
//glMaterialfv( GL_FRONT, GL_AMBIENT_AND_DIFFUSE, vGREEN );
glPushMatrix ();
if (isCSL == true)
{
if ((cslValue <= 3.0) && (cslValue != 0))//this plots the traces as cylinders of
{//different colors depending on their sigma value. If they are not csl's they are red
GLfloat vGREEN[] = {0.0, 1.0, 0.0};
glColor3fv(vGREEN);
glTranslatef (mX1, mY1,0);
glRotatef (theta*(180/pie), (GLfloat)0.0, (GLfloat)0.0, (GLfloat)1.0);
glRotatef (90, 0.0, 1.0, 0.0);
GLOBAL_TraceObj = gluNewQuadric ();
gluQuadricDrawStyle (GLOBAL_TraceObj, GLU_FILL);
gluQuadricNormals (GLOBAL_TraceObj, GLU_SMOOTH);
gluCylinder (GLOBAL_TraceObj, mRadius, mRadius , sqrt((mX1-mX2)*(mX1-mX2)+(mY1-mY2)*(mY1-mY2)), 16, 2);
}
if ((cslValue <= 9.0) && (cslValue > 3.0))
{
GLfloat vGREEN[] = {0.0, 1.0, 1.0};glColor3fv(vGREEN);
glTranslatef (mX1, mY1,0);
glRotatef (theta*(180/pie), (GLfloat)0.0, (GLfloat)0.0, (GLfloat)1.0);
glRotatef (90, 0.0, 1.0, 0.0);
GLOBAL_TraceObj = gluNewQuadric ();
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gluQuadricDrawStyle (GLOBAL_TraceObj, GLU_FILL);
gluQuadricNormals (GLOBAL_TraceObj, GLU_SMOOTH);
gluCylinder (GLOBAL_TraceObj, mRadius, mRadius , sqrt((mX1-mX2)*(mX1-mX2)+(mY1-mY2)*(mY1-mY2)), 16, 2);
}
if ((cslValue <= 27.0) && (cslValue > 9))
{
GLfloat vGREEN[] = {1.0, 0.0, 0.7};
glColor3fv(vGREEN);
glTranslatef (mX1, mY1,0);
glRotatef (theta*(180/pie), (GLfloat)0.0, (GLfloat)0.0, (GLfloat)1.0);
glRotatef (90, 0.0, 1.0, 0.0);
GLOBAL_TraceObj = gluNewQuadric ();
gluQuadricDrawStyle (GLOBAL_TraceObj, GLU_FILL);
gluQuadricNormals (GLOBAL_TraceObj, GLU_SMOOTH);
gluCylinder (GLOBAL_TraceObj, mRadius, mRadius , sqrt((mX1-mX2)*(mX1-mX2)+(mY1-mY2)*(mY1-mY2)), 16, 2);
}
}
else
{
glColor3fv(vGREEN);
glTranslatef (mX1, mY1,0);
glRotatef (theta*(180/pie), (GLfloat)0.0, (GLfloat)0.0, (GLfloat)1.0);
glRotatef (90, 0.0, 1.0, 0.0);
GLOBAL_TraceObj = gluNewQuadric ();
gluQuadricDrawStyle (GLOBAL_TraceObj, GLU_FILL);
gluQuadricNormals (GLOBAL_TraceObj, GLU_SMOOTH);
gluCylinder (GLOBAL_TraceObj, mRadius, mRadius , sqrt((mX1-mX2)*(mX1-mX2)+(mY1-mY2)*(mY1-mY2)), 16, 2);
}
glPopMatrix ();
glEndList();

}
void Trace::PassEA1(const float Ea11,const float Ea12,const float Ea13)
{
mEa11 = Ea11;
mEa12 = Ea12;
mEa13 = Ea13;
}
void Trace::PassEA2(const float Ea21, const float Ea22,const float Ea23)
{
mEa21 = Ea21;
mEa22 = Ea22;
mEa23 = Ea23;
}
void Trace::GetEulerAngles(float &Ea11, float &Ea12, float &Ea13,
float &Ea21, float &Ea22, float &Ea23)
{
Ea11 = mEa11;
Ea12 = mEa12;
Ea13 = mEa13;
Ea21 = mEa21;
Ea22 = mEa22;
Ea23 = mEa23;
}

Trace.hpp
#ifndef TRACE_HPP
#define TRACE_HPP
#include "ClassHeader.h"
class Trace : public GeometricObject
{
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public:
Trace(float r = .02);
~Trace(){};
void SetGBIDA(const float ga);
void SetGBIDB(const float gb);
void SetArea1(const float Area1);
void SetArea2(const float Area2);
void SetAngle(const float Angle);
float GetAngle(){return mAngle;}
void PassEA1(const float Ea11,const float Ea12,const float Ea13);
void PassEA2(const float Ea21, const float Ea22,const float Ea23);
void GetEulerAngles(float &Ea11, float &Ea12, float &Ea13, float &Ea21, float &Ea22, float &Ea23);
void SetDimensions(const float r, const float w, const float length, const float x1, const float y1,
const float x2, const float y2, const int tot);
void GetDimensions(float &r, int &IsEdge, float &ga, float &gb,
float &w, float &length, float &x1, float &y1,float &x2, float &y2, int &tot);
virtual OutputDimensions(std::ofstream& outfile);
virtual std::string GetName(){return mName;}
int GetTot(){return mTot;}
virtual void MakeObject();
double cslValue;
char cslChar;
bool isCSL;
//const float misoAgle, const bool iscsl,
// const int cslval, const int axis1, const int axis2, const int axis3, const float angle
private:
float mEa11, mEa12 ,mEa13 ,mEa21 ,mEa22 ,mEa23;
float mRadius, mGrainA, mGrainB, mW, mLength, mX1,mY1,mX2,mY2;
int mIsEdge, mTot;
float mAngle;
float mArea1,mArea2;
};
#endif
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Appendix C: Gather GB and Connectivity/Percolation Statistics
- Matlab code as follows:
PercThreshold4Hex.m
% This is the main program who's goal is to take a scan and
% return the percolation threshold based on the average
% percentage at which percolation is found to occur from the
% top of a scan to the bottom, in other words, a cluster, or
% connected set of traces, runs from the top of the scan
% to the bottom. The user sets the number of iterations over
% which the first occurances of percolation are found as the
% percentage is raised as well as the lower starting percentage
% This program will then return the averaged percentage found
% over the set number of iterations.
clear; close all;clc;
for sec=1:13
if sec>1
figure;
end
warning off MATLAB:divideByZero
[FileName,PathName] = uigetfile('*.txt',['Section Plane ',num2str(sec),' File'],'Location',[1500 1500]);
% cd(Directory.program);
everything=load (FileName);
N=FileName(1:max(size(FileName))-4);
% clear(N);
% iedb=everything(:,1);
% gna=everything(:,2);
% gnb=everything(:,3);
gbomega=everything(:,4);
gblength=everything(:,5);
% x1uf=everything(:,6);
% y1uf=everything(:,7);
% x2uf=everything(:,8);
% y2uf=everything(:,9);
x1=everything(:,6);
y1=everything(:,7);
x2=everything(:,8);
y2=everything(:,9);
rea1=everything(:,10);
rea2=everything(:,11);
rea3=everything(:,12);
lea1=everything(:,13);
lea2=everything(:,14);
lea3=everything(:,15);
csl=everything(:,16);
cslchar=everything(:,17);
%area1=everything(:,18);
%area2=everything(:,19);
angle=everything(:,20);
numberoftraces=length(x1)
clear everything;
%make x1 always less than x2 - for convenience
for c=1:length(x1)
if (x2(c)<x1(c))
d_temp=x1(c);
x1(c)=x2(c);
x2(c)=d_temp;
d_temp=y1(c);
y1(c)=y2(c);
y2(c)=d_temp;
end
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end
%[Jzero,Jone,Jtwo,Jthree]=triplefind(x1,y1,x2,y2,csl,angle);
%window size control
mx2=max(x2);
mx1=max(x1);
my2=max(y2);
my1=max(y1);
nx2=min(x2);
nx1=min(x1);
ny2=min(y2);
ny1=min(y1);
if mx2 > mx1
xscanmax=mx2;
else
xscanmax=mx1;
end
if my2 > my1
yscanmax=my2;
else
yscanmax=my1;
end
if nx2 > nx1
xscanmin=nx2;
else
xscanmin=nx1;
end
if ny2 > ny1
yscanmin=ny1;
else
yscanmin=ny2;
end
%*********
plotbool=1; %if this equals one, it will plot the graphs, if 0
%nothing will be plotted
p=3; %instantiating p and giving it a value different from 0 or 1
LengthAve = 0;
NumFract = 0;
%AvgGA = 0;
btype = 0; % if btype is 0 it filters out csl and low angle boundaries, if 1
% it will filter out HAR boundaries
%suseptible boundaries
[NumFract,LengthAve,p,RclusterSN,RclusterSL,NmassClustS,LmassClustS]=psubc4(plotbool,x1,y1,x2,y2,xscanmin,xscanmax,yscanmin,ys
canmax,gblength,csl,angle,btype);
% %now with the resistant boundaries
% btype = 0;
%
[NumFract,LengthAve,p,RclusterRN,RclusterRL,NmassClustR,LmassClustR]=psubc4(plotbool,x1,y1,x2,y2,xscanmin,xscanmax,yscanmin,y
scanmax,gblength,csl,angle,btype);
%
RSN = RclusterSN';
RSL = RclusterSL';
NS = NmassClustS';
LS = LmassClustS';
%
%
%
%

RRN = RclusterRN';
RRL = RclusterRL';
NR = NmassClustR';
LR = LmassClustR';
LSray=1:2:(max(LS));
LSHist=hist(LS,LSray)';

%
%

LRray=1:20:(max(LR));
LRHist=hist(LR,LRray)';
NSray=1:(max(NS));
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NSHist=hist(NS,NSray)';
%
%

NRray=1:(max(NR));
NRHist=hist(NR,NRray)';
%filtering and combining all data
FNSHist = find(NSHist > .01);
NewNsHist=NSHist(FNSHist);
clear NSHist;
NSHist=NewNsHist;
FLSHist = find(LSHist > .01);
NewLsHist=LSHist(FLSHist);
clear NSHist;
NSHist=NewNsHist;
axis equal
AvgRadGyrLength(sec)=sum(RSL)/length(RSL);
perclist(sec)=p %0 did not percolate 1 did

end % for sec
AvgRadGyrLength=sum(AvgRadGyrLength)/length(AvgRadGyrLength)
AvgPerc=sum(perclist)/length(perclist)

psubc4.m
function
[NumFract,LengthAve,p,RclusterN,RclusterL,NmassClust,LmassClust]=psubc2(plotbool,cfx1,cfy1,cfx2,cfy2,xbegin,xend,ybegin,yend,gble
ngth,cfcsl,cfangle,btype);
%take in unfiltered information, filter by random box size so ther is a
%list of only the traces that are in the box and their modified lengths.
%Recorde total length of all traces within the box. Filter out good traces
%and record length of bad traces. Send bad traces to percolation engine
%(perc.m) record LsubA(bad)/LsubA(All) as a percentage and return the
%lsubA(bad)/lsubA(all) as well as p=0 if there was no percolation in the
%particular window and p=1 if it did percolate accross the window.
LaAll=sum(gblength);
if btype==0
%characteristic filter - csl and LAR
g=0; d=0;fx1=[];fx2=[];fy1=[];fy2=[];fgblength=[];tracelist=[];
while g <length(cfcsl)
g=g+1;
if cfcsl(g)==0 %if the traces is not special and not low angle
%make an array of the non-csl/HAR traces.
if cfangle(g) > 1 % was 15 *** this is the standard 15 degree angle limit between
%Low angle and high angle random boundaries
d=d+1;
fx1(d)=cfx1(g);
fx2(d)=cfx2(g);
fy1(d)=cfy1(g);
fy2(d)=cfy2(g);
fgblength(d)=gblength(g); %makes an array of the length of non-csl
%traces lengths.
tracelist(d)=trace(g);
end
end
end
% end characteristic (csl) filter
end %if btype
if btype==1
%characteristic filter - non-CSL and HAR (filters them out)
g=0; d=0;fx1=[];fx2=[];fy1=[];fy2=[];fgblength=[];tracelist=[];
while g <length(cfcsl)
g=g+1;
if (cfcsl(g) ~= 0 | cfangle(g) <= 15)%if the trace is special and low angle
%make an array of the csl/LAR traces.
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%this is the standard 15 degree angle limit between
%Low angle and high angle random boundaries
d=d+1;
fx1(d)=cfx1(g);
fx2(d)=cfx2(g);
fy1(d)=cfy1(g);
fy2(d)=cfy2(g);
fgblength(d)=gblength(g); %makes an array of the length of csl
%traces lengths.
tracelist(d)=trace(g);
end
end
% end characteristic (csl) filter
end %if btype =1
%this function is for the case where there are no suseptible traces in
%the window placed there.
if isempty(tracelist)==1 | tracelist(1)==0
p=0;
LengthAve=0;
NumFract=0;
return;
end
LaBad=sum(fgblength);
for k=1:length(fx1)%now that the accurate list
%of suseptible or resistant trace ID numbers is compiled
%this plots them
xt(1)=fx1(k);
xt(2)=fx2(k);
yt(1)=-fy1(k);
yt(2)=-fy2(k);
if plotbool==1
plot(xt,yt,'-r')
hold on
end
end
if plotbool==1; figure;end
NumFract=d/g; %instead of length percentage as in LengthAve, this is the number fraction of
%d(bad) to g(total) traces in a window.
LengthAve=LaBad/LaAll; %Percentage of bad grain boundaries in box
[RclusterN,RclusterL,NmassClust,LmassClust,p]=perc3(tracelist,cfx1,cfx2,cfy1,cfy2,xend,yend,plotbool,xbegin,ybegin);
return;
perc3.m
% function called from psubc4.m
% Jay Basinger
function
[RclusterN,RclusterL,NmassClust,LmassClust,I]=percolation(completernlist,x1,x2,y1,y2,xscanmax,yscanmax,plotbool,xscanmin,yscanmin);
tracelist = zeros(length(completernlist),8);
%this makes a more succinct list of only the traces we are interested in
%and their associated endpoints.
for b=1:length(completernlist)
tracelist(b,1)=x1(completernlist(b));
tracelist(b,2)=y1(completernlist(b));
tracelist(b,3)=x2(completernlist(b));
tracelist(b,4)=y2(completernlist(b));
tracelist(b,5)=0;
tracelist(b,6)=0;%status of x1 y1 end
tracelist(b,7)=0;%status of x2 y2 end ie, whether the ends have been connected
% 0 is for unconnected and 1 is for connected
tracelist(b,8)=1;
end
%Initializations
I=0;
h=1;
p=0;
plotcolor=hsv(200);
pc(1)=plotcolor(1,1);
pc(2)=plotcolor(1,2);
pc(3)=plotcolor(1,3);
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u=1;
lc=0;
line=0;
linekeeper=0;
pcOC=1;
while h<=length(completernlist)
% Start with trace h and check to see if it has been connected, i.e.
% tracelist(h,6) and tracelist(h,7) ==1 if it is connected. If it has been connected
% already add one to h and check again.
xycount=1;
if h>1
[p,rgyrn,rgyrl,Lmass,Nmass]=pcboxplotter3(xylist,pc,xscanmax,xscanmin,yscanmax,plotbool,yscanmin);
RclusterN(pcOC)=rgyrn;
RclusterL(pcOC)=rgyrl;
LmassClust(pcOC)=Lmass;
NmassClust(pcOC)=Nmass;
pcOC=pcOC+1;
if p==1
I=1;
end
end
if lc~=0
linekeeper=line+linekeeper;
end
line=0;
lc=lc+1;
original=1;
[h,callagain]=tracecheck(tracelist,h);
while callagain==1
if h>(length(completernlist)) %if it looks like we've gone past the last
%item in the list then send it to pcboxplotter to see
%Sends a cluster to be plotted, get a radius of gyration, number fraction mass,
%and length mass
[p,rgyrn,rgyrl,Lmass,Nmass]=pcboxplotter3(xylist,pc,xscanmax,xscanmin,yscanmax,plotbool,yscanmin);
RclusterN(pcOC)=rgyrn;
RclusterL(pcOC)=rgyrl;
LmassClust(pcOC)=Lmass;
NmassClust(pcOC)=Nmass;
pcOC=pcOC+1;
if p==1
I=1;
end
return;
end
[h,callagain]=tracecheck(tracelist,h);
end %end while callagain loop
u=u+1; %this is just for changing the plot color
% Then store its length and pick x1 and y1 as the
% starting point for each h that is picked.
x=tracelist(h,1);
y=tracelist(h,2);
if u==max(size(plotcolor))+1
u=1;
end
pc(1)=plotcolor(u,1); %changes the animal color each time
pc(2)=plotcolor(u,2);
pc(2)=plotcolor(u,3);
n=1; %initializes the hub number to 1
% create a hub for n=1 and make
% the status value lower by one initially and remove the trace and the trace id
% that match from the hublist and the hub structure.
hub(n,1)=x;
hub(n,2)=y;
hub(n,3)=1;
hub(n,4)=h;
hub(n,5)=0;
hub(n,6)=0;
hub(n,7)=0;
clear xylist;
tracelist(h,6)=1;
traceid=h;
while n > 0
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[hublist,hub,tracelist,line,n]=percloop(pc,original,tracelist,n,x,y,h,hub,line,traceid);
newanimal=0;
% % perform hubcheck to see if the trace id's are the same. If they are then remove
% the trace from the list, and move all the other id's down. Lower the status
% of both hubs and add the length to the total. do not create another hub, instead
% follow the remaining traceid and check its x and y point.
% check for connecting traces
% if there is 1:
% the hub counter is not raised. add the length to the total, change the x and y
% values to the unconnected end of the trace and begin again.
if (length(hublist)==1 & hublist~=0)
both=0;
if (tracelist(hub(n,4),7)==1 & tracelist(hub(n,4),6)==1)
if (x==tracelist(hub(n,4),1) & y==tracelist(hub(n,4),2))
x=tracelist(hub(n,4),3);
y=tracelist(hub(n,4),4);
end
if (x==tracelist(hub(n,4),3) & y==tracelist(hub(n,4),4))
x=tracelist(hub(n,4),1);
y=tracelist(hub(n,4),2);
end
both=1;
end
if (tracelist(hub(n,4),7)==1 & both~=1)%if the x2 y2 are connected, then look at x1 y1 for connections
x=tracelist(hub(n,4),1);
y=tracelist(hub(n,4),2);
end
if (tracelist(hub(n,4),6)==1 & both~=1) %if x1 y1 are connected, look at x2 y2 for connections
x=tracelist(hub(n,4),3);
y=tracelist(hub(n,4),4);
end
traceid=hub(n,4);
tracelist(traceid,8)=0;
line=line+sqrt((tracelist(hub(n,4),1)-tracelist(hub(n,4),3))^2+(tracelist(hub(n,4),2)-tracelist(hub(n,4),4))^2);
xp(1)=tracelist(traceid,1);
xp(2)=tracelist(traceid,3);
yp(1)=-tracelist(traceid,2);
yp(2)=-tracelist(traceid,4);
hub(n,3)=hub(n,3)-1;
if plotbool==1
plot(xp,yp,'Color',[pc(1) pc(2) pc(3)])
hold on
end
xylist(xycount,1)=tracelist(traceid,1);
xylist(xycount,2)=tracelist(traceid,2);
xylist(xycount,3)=tracelist(traceid,3);
xylist(xycount,4)=tracelist(traceid,4);
xycount=xycount+1;
end
% if there are 2:
% create a hub(n) starting with 1 and adding 1 to n every time this is found. Store into it the x and y points as well as
% the number of connections and their trace id's. hub(n,4) and hub(n,5) are for
% storing those from the hublist.Also store all info into animalhublist which will not change by n's just keep increasing
% in order to store them all in a list aimed to check for hubs connecting
% to hubs.
% Next, choose the last trace to follow according to
% the hub(n,3), or status value.add the length of the trace followed.
% So, if the value is 2, it will choose to follow
% hub(n,5) trace to the unconnected point, which it will test for connections.
% before testing that point lower
% the status of the hub by one, which says that that branch has been
% connected.(begin again)
if hub(n,3)>=2
both=0;
if (tracelist(hub(n,3+(hub(n,3))),7)==1 & tracelist(hub(n,3+(hub(n,3))),6)==1)
if (x==tracelist(hub(n,3+(hub(n,3))),1) & y==tracelist(hub(n,3+(hub(n,3))),2))
x=tracelist(hub(n,3+(hub(n,3))),3);
y=tracelist(hub(n,3+(hub(n,3))),4);
end
if (x==tracelist(hub(n,3+(hub(n,3))),3) & y==tracelist(hub(n,3+(hub(n,3))),4))
x=tracelist(hub(n,3+(hub(n,3))),1);
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y=tracelist(hub(n,3+(hub(n,3))),2);
end
both=1;
end
if tracelist(hub(n,3+(hub(n,3))),7)==1%if the x2 y2 are connected, then look at x1 y1 for connections
x=tracelist(hub(n,3+(hub(n,3))),1);
y=tracelist(hub(n,3+(hub(n,3))),2);
end
if tracelist(hub(n,3+(hub(n,3))),6)==1 %if x1 y1 are connected, look at x2 y2 for connections
x=tracelist(hub(n,3+(hub(n,3))),3);
y=tracelist(hub(n,3+(hub(n,3))),4);
end
traceid=hub(n,3+(hub(n,3)));
tracelist(traceid,8)=0;
xp(1)=tracelist(traceid,1);
xp(2)=tracelist(traceid,3);
yp(1)=-tracelist(traceid,2);
yp(2)=-tracelist(traceid,4);
if plotbool==1
plot(xp,yp,'Color',[pc(1) pc(2) pc(3)])
hold on
end
hub(n,3)=hub(n,3)-1;
line=sqrt((tracelist(traceid,1)-tracelist(traceid,3))^2+(tracelist(traceid,2)-tracelist(traceid,4))^2)+line;
n=n+1;
xylist(xycount,1)=tracelist(traceid,1);
xylist(xycount,2)=tracelist(traceid,2);
xylist(xycount,3)=tracelist(traceid,3);
xylist(xycount,4)=tracelist(traceid,4);
xycount=xycount+1;
end %if hub(n,3)>=2
% if there are 0:
% check status of hub. if it is zero lower n by one
% If n is negative one this is the end of the percolation animal set hub number one to x2,y2 of trace h and begin again.
if ((hublist==0) | isempty(hublist)==1 )
if original==1
xylist(xycount,1)=x;
xylist(xycount,2)=y;
xycount=xycount+1;
end
while(hub(n,3)==0)
n=n-1;
if n<=0
[r,c]=size(xylist);
if r==1
clear xylist;
xylist(xycount,1)=tracelist(traceid,1);
xylist(xycount,2)=tracelist(traceid,2);
xylist(xycount,3)=tracelist(traceid,3);
xylist(xycount,4)=tracelist(traceid,4);
end
if h==length(completernlist)
if lc~=0
linekeeper=line+linekeeper;
end
%Sends a cluster to be plotted, get a radius of gyration, number fraction mass,
%and length mass
[p,rgyrn,rgyrl,Lmass,Nmass]=pcboxplotter3(xylist,pc,xscanmax,xscanmin,yscanmax,plotbool,yscanmin);
RclusterN(pcOC)=rgyrn;
RclusterL(pcOC)=rgyrl;
LmassClust(pcOC)=Lmass;
NmassClust(pcOC)=Nmass;
pcOC=pcOC+1;
if p==1
I=1;
end
return;
end
h=h+1;
clear hub;
clear length;
x=-1;
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y=-1;
newanimal=1;
break;
end
end
if newanimal==1
n=-1;
break;
end
if (tracelist(hub(n,3+(hub(n,3))),7)==1 & tracelist(hub(n,3+(hub(n,3))),6)==1)
if (x==tracelist(hub(n,3+(hub(n,3))),1) & y==tracelist(hub(n,3+(hub(n,3))),2))
x=tracelist(hub(n,3+(hub(n,3))),3);
y=tracelist(hub(n,3+(hub(n,3))),4);
end
if (x==tracelist(hub(n,3+(hub(n,3))),3) & y==tracelist(hub(n,3+(hub(n,3))),4))
x=tracelist(hub(n,3+(hub(n,3))),1);
y=tracelist(hub(n,3+(hub(n,3))),2);
end
both=1;
end
if tracelist(hub(n,3+(hub(n,3))),7)==1%if the x2 y2 are connected, then look at x1 y1 for connections
x=tracelist(hub(n,3+(hub(n,3))),1);
y=tracelist(hub(n,3+(hub(n,3))),2);
end
if tracelist(hub(n,3+(hub(n,3))),6)==1 %if x1 y1 are connected, look at x2 y2 for connections
x=tracelist(hub(n,3+(hub(n,3))),3);
y=tracelist(hub(n,3+(hub(n,3))),4);
end
traceid=hub(n,3+(hub(n,3)));
line=sqrt((hub(n,1)-x)^2+(hub(n,2)-y)^2)+line;
tracelist(traceid,8)=0;
hub(n,3)=hub(n,3)-1;
xp(1)=tracelist(traceid,1);
xp(2)=tracelist(traceid,3);
yp(1)=-tracelist(traceid,2);
yp(2)=-tracelist(traceid,4);
if plotbool==1
plot(xp,yp,'Color',[pc(1) pc(2) pc(3)])
hold on
end
%run length and boundary finding stuff
xylist(xycount,1)=tracelist(traceid,1);
xylist(xycount,2)=tracelist(traceid,2);
xylist(xycount,3)=tracelist(traceid,3);
xylist(xycount,4)=tracelist(traceid,4);
xycount=xycount+1;
end %if
original=0;
end %while n~=0
%lengthlist(h)=line; %this should store the the lengths of all clusters encountered
end %while h<length(completernlist)
'at the way end'
%Sends a cluster to be plotted, get a radius of gyration, number fraction mass,
%and length mass
[p,rgyrn,rgyrl,Lmass,Nmass]=pcboxplotter3(xylist,pc,xscanmax,xscanmin,yscanmax,plotbool,yscanmin);
RclusterN(pcOC)=rgyrn;
RclusterL(pcOC)=rgyrl;
LmassClust(pcOC)=Lmass;
NmassClust(pcOC)=Nmass;
pcOC=pcOC+1;
if p==1
I=1;
end
percloop.m
% function called from perc3.m
% Jay Basinger
function [hublist,hub,tracelist,line,n]=percloop(pc,original,tracelist,n,x,y,h,hub,line,traceid);
hublist=[];
[r,c]=size(hub);
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if (n>r & n~=1)
hub(n,3)=0;
end
if (hub(1,3)~=0 & n<r & n==1)
n=n+1;
hub(n,3)=0;
end
[r,c]=size(tracelist);
if r < 8
trlistlength=r;
else
trlistlength=length(tracelist);
end
for i=1:trlistlength
%compares x1 and y1 of the h loop to x1 & y1 of the i loop
if ((traceid ~= i) & ((x <= tracelist(i,1)+.02 & x>= tracelist(i,1)-.02) & (y<=tracelist(i,2)+.02 & y>=tracelist(i,2)-.02)) &
(tracelist(i,8)~=0))
hub(n,3)=hub(n,3)+1;
hublist(hub(n,3))=i;
tracelist(i,6)=1; %setting the zero value to 1 shows that this point has been found to hub(n,3)
end
if ((traceid ~= i) & ((x <= tracelist(i,3)+.02 & x>= tracelist(i,3)-.02) & (y<=tracelist(i,4)+.02 & y>=tracelist(i,4)-.02)) &
(tracelist(i,8)~=0))%compares x1 and y1 of the h loop to x2 & y2 of the i loop
hub(n,3)=hub(n,3)+1;
hublist(hub(n,3))=i;
tracelist(i,7)=1;%setting the zero value to 1 shows that this point has been found to hub(n,3)
end
end
% % perform hubcheck to see if the trace id's are the same. If they are then remove
% the trace from the list, and move all the other id's down. Lower the status
% of both hubs and add the length to the total. do not create another hub, instead
% follow the remaining traceid and check its x and y point.
if isempty(hublist)==1
hublist=0;
return;
end
if (n==1 & original==1)
if length(hublist)==1;
hub(n,4)=h;
hub(n,5)=hublist(1);
'does it ever get here? ------ I mean really'
end
if length(hublist)==2;
hub(n,4)=h;
hub(n,5)=hublist(2);
end
if length(hublist)==3;
hub(n,4)=h;
hub(n,5)=hublist(2);
hub(n,6)=hublist(3);
end
if length(hublist)==4;
hub(n,4)=h;
hub(n,5)=hublist(2);
hub(n,6)=hublist(3);
hub(n,7)=hublist(4);
'there is an animalhub(acount,7)'
end
else
if length(hublist)==1;
if hublist(1)==0
hub(n,4)=0;
hub(n,3)=0;
else
hub(n,1)=x;
hub(n,2)=y;
hub(n,4)=hublist(1);
end
end
if length(hublist)==2;
hub(n,1)=x;
hub(n,2)=y;
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if hublist(1)==0
hub(n,4)=hublist(2);
b=hublist(2);
clear hublist;
hublist=b;
else
hub(n,4)=hublist(1);
hub(n,5)=hublist(2);
end
end
if length(hublist)==3;
hub(n,1)=x;
hub(n,2)=y;
if hublist(1)==0
hub(n,4)=hublist(2);
hub(n,5)=hublist(3);
hub(n,3)=hub(n,3)-1;
a=hublist(2);
b=hublist(3);
clear hublist;
hublist(1)=a;
hublist(2)=b;
else
hub(n,4)=hublist(1);
hub(n,5)=hublist(2);
hub(n,6)=hublist(3);
end
end
if length(hublist)==4;
hub(n,1)=x;
hub(n,2)=y;
if hublist(1)==0
hub(n,4)=hublist(2);
hub(n,5)=hublist(3);
hub(n,6)=hublist(4);
hub(n,3)=hub(n,3)-1;
a=hublist(2);
b=hublist(3);
c=hublist(4);
clear hublist;
hublist(1)=a;
hublist(2)=b;
hublist(3)=c;
else
hub(n,4)=hublist(1);
hub(n,5)=hublist(2);
hub(n,6)=hublist(3);
hub(n,7)=hublist(4);
end
'there is an animalhub(acount,7)'
end
end
pcboxplotter.m
% called from perc3.m
% Jay Basinger
function [I,radgn,radgl,lmass,nmass] = pcboxplotter3(xylist,pc,xscanmax,xscanmin,yscanmax,plotbool,yscanmin);
I=0;
xmax=max(xylist(:,1));
ymax=max(xylist(:,2));
xmin=min(xylist(:,1));
ymin=min(xylist(:,2));
xdif=xmax-xmin;
ydif=ymax-ymin;
if (abs(yscanmax-ymax)<10 & abs(ymin-yscanmin)<10)
I=1;
end
if (abs(xscanmax-xmax)<10 & abs(xmin-xscanmin)<10)
I=1;
end
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%radius of gyration:
%first find midpoints of all lines
mid = zeros(length(xylist(:,1))-1,3);
z = 1;
if length(xylist(:,1))==1
'something is odd'
end
for k=2:length(xylist(:,1))
n=k-1;
mid(n,1) = (xylist(k,1)+xylist(k,3))/2; %this is the x midpoint
%value for each trace
mid(n,2) = (xylist(k,2)+xylist(k,4))/2; %y midpoint for each trace
%length ("mass") of each trace
mid(n,3) = sqrt((xylist(k,1)-xylist(k,3))^2+(xylist(k,2)-xylist(k,4))^2);
end
xav = sum(mid(:,1).*mid(:,3))/(sum(mid(:,3)));
yav = sum(mid(:,2).*mid(:,3))/(sum(mid(:,3)));
r = zeros(length(mid(:,1))-1,1);
for m = 1:length(mid(:,1))
r(m)=((mid(m,1)-xav)^2+(mid(m,2)-yav)^2);
end
hold on
lmass = sum(mid(:,3));
radgn = sum(r)/(length(r));
radgl = sum(r)/(lmass);
nmass = (length(xylist(:,1))-1);
tracecheck.m
% called from perc3.m
% Jay Basinger
function [m,callagain]=tracecheck(tracelist,h);
callagain=0;
if tracelist(h,7)==1 & tracelist(h,6)==1 %if both ends are connected
callagain=1;
m=h+1;
end
if tracelist(h,8)==0
callagain=1;
m=h+1;
end
if tracelist(h,7)==0 & tracelist(h,6)==0 %if neither end is connected
m=h;
callagain=0;
end
if tracelist(h,8)==1
m=h;
callagain=0;
end
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Appendix D: Pole figure plots
HAZ/Parent: (if a pole figure is not displayed, there was no occurrence of that CSL type)

Σ 5 (HAZ)

Σ 5 (Parent)

Σ7

Σ7
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Σ9

Σ9

Σ 11 (HAZ)

Σ 11 (Parent)

Σ 13a

Σ 13a
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Σ 13b

Σ 13b

Σ 15 (HAZ)

Σ 15 (Parent)

Σ 17a

Σ 17a
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Σ 17b

Σ 17b

Σ 19a (HAZ)

Σ 19a (Parent)

Σ 19b

Σ 19b
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Σ 21a

Σ 21a

Σ 21b (HAZ)

Σ 21b (Parent)

Σ 23

Σ 23
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Σ 25a (Parent)

Σ 25b (HAZ)

Σ 25b (Parent)

Σ 27a

Σ 27a
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Σ 27b

Σ 27b

Σ 29b (HAZ)

Σ 29b (Parent)

Σ 31a

Σ 31a
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Σ 31b

Σ 31b

Σ 33a (HAZ)

Σ 33a (Parent)

Σ 33b

Σ 33b
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Σ 33c

Σ 33c

Σ 35a (HAZ)

Σ 35a (Parent)

Σ 35b

Σ 35b
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Σ 37b

Σ 37b

Σ 37c (HAZ)

Σ 37c (Parent)

Σ 39a (HAZ)
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Σ 39b

Σ 39b

Σ 41b (HAZ)

Σ 41b (Parent)

Σ 41c (Parent)
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Σ 43a

Σ 43a

Σ 43b (HAZ)

Σ 43b (Parent)

Σ 43c

Σ 43c
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Σ 45a

Σ 45a

Σ 45b (HAZ)

Σ 45c

Σ 45c
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Σ 47a

Σ 47a

Σ 47b

Σ 47b

Σ 49b

Σ 49b
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Σ 49c

Σ 49c
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Appendix E: Test Case Comparison Plots

The left hemisphere is the exact solution for the test case with a pretedermined normal. The right
hemisphere is the numerical solution obtained in the test case with thirteen section planes. While
the two are not completely identical, the normal direction is correctly recovered to within some
resolution dependent on number of section planes.
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